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PREFACE. 
The following bulletin con i ts of a report of investigations 
on the method of aualysi of sugar an product carried out in 
the Chemical Department of th~ Experiment Station during the 
Past fifteen months. 
It is universallY. recognized that accurate chemical control 
of • 
a sugar factory and dependable analysis of the products tur~-
ed out are essential to scientific progress in sugar manufacture, 
and it is therefore a matter of vital importance to have the 
lllethods f d . . . 
o etermmation of such products of the highest accu-
racy and the greatest practicability. In the following pages are 
submitted , f · ff · h d. · f I~ports o · experimental e orts m t e irect1on o cl~~hl· . -ing and perfecting such methods, as well as investigations 
on the 1 . · ana .ys1s of sugar products in general. 
tl It is hoped that the work here reported will . be of value to 
ie su 00ar l · · 11 · 5 c 1em1sts of the State, and I trust that tlus bu etm 
lllay cla· h . 
nn t CU' serious con ideration. 
t My thanks.are due to Mr. W. G. 'l'aggart, Assi tant Chemist, 
o Whose 1 al . 
th oy , painstaking, and competent as i. tance much of 
e succes f l . s o t 1e . work here i'eported i due. 
WM. E. ROS , hemist. 
Audubon Park 
' 
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CHAPTER I. 
The De~termination of Dry Substance; ·the use of the 
Refract.-)meter in Sugar House \Vork. 
h Tli e que. tiou of the determ]nation of dry ubstance in sugar-
ousc products has oc up]ed th attention of chemists for 
n:tan 
d ~ Years. 'l'lte methods most favored have been mainly 
. ensnn t . . . i ric in character; assumrng that the non-sugars 
n solut· b . . 
d . · ion ad about the am.e specrfic gravity as sucro e, the onsrty , . . 
was measured . by the p1cnometer pmdJe or other 
ll'letho . . ' . ' in d, a11 cl tl1e concentration of the solut10n obtamed by assum-
-cbgt _the solution . to be one of pure sucrose. 'l'hc results thus 
aincd ~ 'tl · · f f bei vi 1 lmpure solutions (e. g. mola e ) were ar rom 
th ng correct, owing to tue " ·idely varying specific gravities of 
e soluti f . 
a ons o the different non-sugar . It was therefore nece -
ry tous d. . . . . 
agai .0 ryrng method on such impure olut1ons, but here 
lassell serious difficultie were -encountered. Drying of mo-
Pend~'n:or exam~} , in an open di h, gave differ ent r e ults de-
dry 15 on t~e size of the dish, etc., as the top layer would 
di'ffi anld form a protective shield to the rest of the solution. This 
cu ty 
:etc., b W~s overcome by _drying on and, pu.rnlce s~one, paper, 
wa~ by .wh1ch .a greatly mcreased amount of drymg s·urface 
"o ta1n d E · 
not . e · ~ vcn with this method, however, the re ,ults were 
·uni form . . 
e. g 1 · ' as the drymg ma s often contamed sub tance , 
telllp. evulo e, certain lime alts, etc.,. which were unstable at the 
eratur f . . . 
Dosed e 0 the steam hath,. and which con ·equently decom-
' Prod · in Weight ucmg gaseou SU"bstance , and an exaggerated lo s 
Deratur .and apparent water content. Heating at a lower t em-
did note ~n _vacuum reduced the possibility of error (though it 
:method n~irely eliminate it ) and we ~hus have the vacuum 
'i'his is ,tlusin.g _sand, etc., as the be t drying method available. 
·eouut,,· le official method in Germany, Rus ia, and everal other 
<l s. 
The Vac . . 
tine Work uum method i , however, somewhat <.wkward for rou-
at lOQo 0 ~nd effort have been made to r epla:!e this by drying l>;y the · in the ordinary steam bath. M:ueh work carried out 
referees and collaborators of the As ociation- of Official 
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Agricultural hemist in tl1is country (1) bas hown that heat-
ing for ten hours in a steam oven give results whi h are prac-
tically identical with tho e of the drying method for mo, t roo· 
las es. 
One of the first sugg stions as to the u e of the refractometric 
principle, and especially the Abbe refractometer, for the deter-
mination f dry substance . in syrups, etc., is due to IIugh 
Main, (2) who worked out a tabl of r fractive indic s of sugar 
solutions f all cone ntrations at 20° C. Earlier work had in· 
eluded that of toll , (3) who obtained value for the refracthre 
indic f ugar solutions of differ nt concentration , using the 
immer ion refractometer, and of 'l'olman and Smith, ( 4) wl10 
repeated and co,nfirmed Stolle's work, u ing the Abbe instrnment, 
including al o glucose in the scope of theii'. in"ve tigations, and 
showing that glucose and sucro e in solution' have the same 
r efractometric index at all concentrations. 
The work of these and other investigator showed conclu-
sively the absolute reliability of the refractometer for detern1in· 
ing the p r entage of ugar in pure . olution. The accuracy of 
the method for det rmining 'try substance in juices, y1'u1 s, etc., 
wa till in que. ti n, as the xt nt to which the refractive indices. 
of the non-sugar differed .from that of sucros · had not been 
investigated. 
'rolman and mi th show d ·that ucrose, fructo. and O']ucose 
all hav th.e ame indic of refraction in solution of concen· 
tration Ofi. -90%, but the inve tigation qf the other substances 
found in uO'ar product· wa l ft to Prin n-Geerligs. 'l'his inves· 
tigator, working with the Abbe instrument, first confirm d the 
ob: rvations of 'rolman and mith .rcgarding the specific re.fraC· 
ton of r ducing sugar , and then obtain d r fractive data oJl 
such inorganic ubstance , e. g. chlorides, sulphates, acetate~ 
etc., as ar cornmony found in cane products. 'rbe work shoWC 
that the calcium salts had a higher, th pota sium alts a Jowcr 
index of r fraction than sucrose, and Gecrligs proved by e;{p.e· 
riment that a mixture of the., salts such as is usually found )~ 
sugar products gave result very nearly the same as those 0 
(l) Bull Lins Bureau or Ch mlslry, U. S. Dept. Agrlc. (2) I. , . J ., Vol. 9, 481. 
(3) Z It. vcr. Zuckerlnd. 1901. 4G9. 
( 4) Jour. Am. Chem. Soc. Oct., 1906. 
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Pure sucrose. Artificial mixture of yrups with alt such as 
are found in mola es wc1·e made up and t e t d, and the refrac-
to:rnetric re ults agreed very well with the known calculated val-
ues. Calcium and pota ium glucinate , commonly occuring 
~rodu ts of the action 'of alkalies on juice , ·al o had r efractive 
Hidiees approximating v ry closely to that of ucro o. . Geerligs 
concluded by recommending th o r efractometric method both on 
ground, of tb eor t ioal soundn e and as a practically valuable 
and convenient method for sugiw-hous work. H e also prepar d 
a table of refra t ive indices of sugar olution , with 2 ° C. as his 
standar~ temperature. The practical sugar-hou~e a pect of the 
~ethod was f\.wth er discussed by G rligs imd Went (5), and 
t
1
ere also Geerligs r ecommended the Abbe refractometer for de-
er:rnj · 
ning dry substance in mola se , syrups, etc. 
h Since Geerligs' important publication appeared, much work 
. as been done on various aspects of the question, among which 
~:; be c_ited Wi chmann 's Refractometi:ic Studies (6) , Pel-
s (7) investigation , in which h agrees with Gecrlig in rec-
~~:rnenclin g the u e of the Abbe instrum ent, and Nowakowski 
j ll. l\foszyn ki ( ) , who recommend tbe Abbe instrument for 
t~lees, SJl·up~ and mola es, as giving r e ult which are better 
:rn an those of the picnometric method, and wbi h indeed approxi-
ate very, closely to those of the drying method. 
k Other work which may be rn ntion d i that of Ti cht ch-~nd 0 ( 9) · 'l'his investigator expl ined the ob ervation (which ts\ been noti ced by s-everal work r ) that tl1e re ult on dry 
\:. stance obtain cl when a molas was diluted with its own 
f_cnght of water were too high. Ile accounted for tbi by the 
t~ct _that contra tion take place on diluti on, and suO'ge ted 
i at if a fairly on entrated olution of pure sucro e were u ed 
nstead f 
ll. . 0 water for diluting the ontraction would ·be greatly 
llnnniz d h" 
0 " w il e th e de ·ired learncs of field would till be e-llrea. 'fl . . . . . 
ana . 11 mnovat1on has been found to work well JD pr ctice 
res ltbe method is very useful in en uring approximat ly correct ~n dark molas , etc. 
(5) !I'[ (6) I 8dej eeJ van het. Proefstation voor Sulkerrl t in W est J ava, 99. (7) 13 1· • 1908, Nov. . ( 8 ) -.W1 I. Assoc hem. Di st. Suer., 26, 337. (9) z ntnlk. Sacch. Prot., 9, 272. 
ettschrift. v r . Zuc~erlnd., 59, 103. 
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The bM and the Immersion refractometers are the rnost 
u. eful for . ugar work, although several others are known, e. g., 
the ' interference" refra tometcr, the new "Universal" refrac· 
tom ter of Lewkowit ch (10 ), etc. The Abbe r efractometer, 
which i th mo t popular, is designed to give t1ie refracti-ve 
jndex of ugar solutions of any concentration. Tbe scale of the 
in trum nt fo araduated from r efractive index 1:3000 to 
1.7000, the calc being graduated to the third p lace of deci· 
m l , the· fourth b ing e timated by the eye. A valuable impro-ve· 
m nt would be a vernier attachment by which the f urth place 
·could be read with greater accuracy than with the present ar· 
rangement. A maximum error of .0001 in the refractive indelC 
may, however, be obtained with most sugar-hou e products with 
careful work. This corre ponds to an error of + .1 % dry sub· 
sfan e with low concentrations and + .05 ~{ withl1igher concen· 
t rations. . 
'rhc great conveni nee of .the Abbe jns~rumcnt is the fact that 
th refractive index of uaar solutions of any concentrati o~ ma~ 
be r ad off dir ctly-without previou dilution. An experience 
· de operator can thus obtain the dry substan e ev n of a low-gra 
· es mola es in a few mom nt . A v ry dark sample may om~tirn f 
b bleached satisfactorily with an infinite imal quantltY' 0 
bleacl1ing ag nt and thu the moi turc content directly obtained. 
Tlie Imm rsion r fractomcter is more limited in its applies· 
ti on, as it an only b used for concentrations up to 22 %· Jt 
aims at gr at r accuracy, howev r, as i ts smaller s ale d ivisionll 
orresp ond approximately to . 004 (refr'active ind x) and the 
reading of inten .ediatc value is ·a si tcd by a micrometer scale 
arrang m nt which reduc th error in reading to the ne ighbor· 
hood of + .00004. It is thus the id al instrnm nt for accurate 
work insolutions of low c:onceritration. 
· With both in trumcnts very clo. e attention must be given to 
keeping th temperature constant ;is the eeror introtluced bY 
even one degree . i comparat i vel~ great. With the immersion 
r fra tom t r a bath i provided, the t mperature of which can 
be kept constant wit~out.much ~fficulty, but gr. at .ar~ mnst :; 
taken that the s lut10n m tbe tmy beaker, which is umnerll 
(10) J . Soc. Ch m. I nd., 28, 773. 
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in the ha.th, attains the sanie temperature a the bath before 
the reading is made. The Abbe instrument is fitted with an ar-
rangement in which tl1e water from a constant temperature bath 
can be made to flow around the prisms. For any accurate work 
the prisms ~hould be kept. at a con tant temperature in this 
znanner. 
As to the application of these instrument , we have found 
the one better for some determination , and tlrn other for others. 
~n a laboratory which pos ·esses both the Abbe and the Immersion 
ir.strument , if these are carefully tanda1'dized to the te t plate 
and to ea h otl1ct\ either in trument may be u d- ometimes 
une, som etimes the other-dependina on the . concentration of 
the so)ution, etc. and· thus entirely uniform re ult. can be ob-
t~ined on all sugar-house products, with the complete elimina-
t~on of. tl1e inaccurate spindle method. For juice , the immer-
s1 · 
on 1nstrument would be best, the dry ubstance being thus 
obtained to witl1in + .04"fc, although many juice are difficult to 
read With this in trum nt, in which a e the Abb' :instrument ~hou1d be used, the error here beina about + .1 . larified 
Juices can of our e alway be read by the Tmmersion in tru-
:tnent. 
f It may b said that, :i f the accura y of the refractometer 
bor juiees is no greater than with the Brix pin Ile, there hould 
e. no advantage in using the former in tru1nent in this deter-
~ination . I t i easily een, however, that apart from the greater 
~llnplicity and reliability of workin()' en ured by the r fracto-
~eter, th e refractometri r ·ult on juic . ar the only ones log-
ically . 
comparable to the refractometric dry sub tance re ult: 
on syrups, mola ·ses and ma ecuit s. 
f Por syrups· and mola e th bb ', in trume
nt .is Yery satis-
actory A . · f 
. . · a.mpl 1s pl aced between the pn ms. and the re ract-lVe ind . 
t ex read off, careful correction being mad ~ r tempera-;~re. From the tables th pc t· cent dry ·ub tance i obtained 
irectly. Except with very dark low-arade amples, diluting is 
not nee . 
d t e. sary. A great amount of " ·ork ha been 
done on tlus 
e errnin t' . 
v 1 · a ion, an d r esults have hown tha
t the method yields 
d~y~ s which very clo ely approximate to tho e of t.he official 
ing method. If th e molass i t oo lark to read and the use 
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e,f a grain of Blankit does not help matte r , the sample should 
b- d.issolved in its own weight of fairly concent rated sugar 
·solution. This i theoretically sounder than simple aqueous 
dilution (12), and the r esult actually obtained · approximate 
rnor nearly to . tho~~ in the undiluted ample (13) . 
We have he n able to make a very thorough tes t of the re-
fractometric m thod for molas es, etc., by working in co-opera-
tion with the A ociation of Official Agricultural Chemists in 
our work a referee on su()'ars. In this way the assistance of 
ma ny oll aborator. >vas obtained in our study of these -problems. 
Tl1e foll owing table gives ome re ults obtain d · in 1911 bY' 
different ob erver,:j: ( 14.) 
TABLE I. 
(COMPARATIVE RESUL'l'S ON THE DETERMINATI ON OF MOI S'r URFl 
IN MOLASSES.) 
A 21.37 21.26 21.10 25 22.3 26 16.76 
B 20.42 20 .45 .. ........... ... .. 17.20 
c 21.96 !ll.25 20.15 26 20.70 26 16.50 
Rl!lFRACTOMET~ 
20.25 19.04 1s.10 
20.13 19.24 20.ia 
20.35 19.72 20· 64 
D 22.15 20.81 19.43 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18.36 ".,'o·. ;
0
· 1 ·. ·.::: ':::: E 21.2 1 20.32 .... . ............. 17.24 ,, v 
~ \ ; ~:~ ~ ;~:~~ ·2·0.80 · 2o · .2.o'.70 · 2o · 1 :;1'.80 .2.o'.70 ·2·o"i o ·2·;.00 -~ ~~~-+l _·2-·o_. · ~-~.;-:_: _::_:~/ _:_: _::_:.!,_:._·:_:~: _:._·:_:+._·:_:_: ~l _·1_·~-·~-~,,__;_~_:~_~,,__~_~_:;_~-:--~  
Average . I 21.44120 . iJ 20.371 I 2i.12I , 117.4 J 20.6ol 19.76l 20.26 
'l'he e r sults ar giv n as typical of many others obtained 
by u , and by other workei. , whi h how that for syrup , rno-
la e t ., th o refra tometric rn thod, including 'l' ischtschenko's 
dilution modification, is entirely reliable. 
(1 2) 'l'lschtsch nko. Joe. cit. • (13 ) H C = total solids of mixture, and D = total solids or s ugar s~~~s 
tlon, then total solids of molasses sample = 2C-D. This formu la a PP 
on]y when the molass s is diluted with its own weight of sug, r so lu
0
t io;; 
0 th rwl se, let A = wt. of samp] , B = wt. of sugar solution, C a nd 
abov , th n total solids of molasses = (A + B) - DB 
A (14) Cf. Bul l. 152, Bureau of Ch m lstry, Washington, p. 102. 
·n 
Wh re the whole of the U"ar is in solution, no matter what 
the concentration, the dry sub tance can usually be read off 
directly by the Abbe refractometer. In ome hou e this instru-
ment l1as, therefore, given very u eful service in controlling the 
boiling of molas es etc., to string proof. ample i taken ~rom the proof-stick at frequent interval· and the dry substance 
1
n:unediately determined by the Abbe refractometer. In this way 
the boiling can be car fully controlled, and the pan struck 
exactly when th. desired density i reached. 'rhe pos ibility of 
)'lasily and accur tely controlling the boilin.O' of lon·-grade prod-
~1 cts to string proof, thus furni hed by the Abbe r fractometer, 
18 
of con iderable importance and value. 
. vVhen the mola s s, etc., contain crystals, complete solu-
tio? mu t be assured by the addition of more water. If a mas e-
cuite is dissolved in it own weight of water, and car~ be t aken to 
Prevent evaporation, the total water content of the solution can 
be obtained by the Abbe instrument, and thus. the water content 
~f the original sugar or ma ecuite deduced. arefully con-
l ucted, we have found thi method to yield good r esults in much 
ess time tl1an the usual drying method. 
d .The refractometer offer a fairly a curate method for the 
etermination of moi ture in uO'ar . With the Abbe r fracto-
~etcr, the method we have found mo t pra ti cal consists of weigh-. 
~:~ ~ut 20 gms. of th sugar in a tar d fia k and di . olving 
s lll 20 grns. of water. The fia k i then careft1Uy stoppered, 
~~d the mixture shaken till the whole of the ugar is di olved. 
l
e refr ctive index, and th rcfore the dry ub tance of the 
so Uf . 
1 ion l then 
d termined, and the water content of tbe sugar 
;~ culatcd. For xampl , with one su()'ar 20 gms. sugar and 
grns. water, gave: 
· Refractometric reading = 1.4199. (t= 24° .) 
Corrected= 1.4167 - (2 ° .) 
Whi 
ch corre ponds to 49.059{ dry sub tance. 
hut we had 50.00 . l . sugar m so ut1on. 
~o ~~-
n grns. sugar contain .95 gm . moi ture. 
% moisture in . ugar, 1.9 
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· If 20 gms. sugar an.d not exactly 20 gms. water are used 
(a'1d weighing thn<i i · more convenient ), the following forrnub 
may facilitate calculation: 
% 1\-Ioisture in sugar=2000-XY 
20 Y=% total solids of so]ution 
X = Wt. of sugar and water 
(gms.) 
o g., 20 gms. sugar dissolved in 20.6 gms. water. 
'l'otal solid of solution (by refractomer) = 4 .3%. 
Then X= 4.0.6 Y= 48.3 'fc 
% M:oi ture in sugar= 2000-XY 
20 
=2000-1961 
20 . = 1.95% . . 
If th e sugar is not weighed out to exactly 20 gms., letting 




This method with the Abbe refracto.meter works excellently 
in prMtice and is r ea onabJy accurate. Assuming the ei1ror in 
reading the refractometer to be about = + .0001, we have an 
error of about + .05= as the total of olids Of the solution, which 
should eorre pond to + .1 % moisture in the sugar. 
The application o:fthe Immersion Refra tom etcr to ·this de· 
termination i be t carried out by the method suggested bY 
Stolle (11 ) : 20 gms. of the sugar are taken and dissolved i.n 
a 100 cc. flask, the solution being carefully made up to the mark· 
The refractive value is then read off by means of the Immersion 
refractometer, and by reference to table the moi ture content 
is obtained. 
In our expcrim nts with variou method. we have foun.El thiS 
to be the best for this instrument. o difficulty is experieneecl in 
(11) I . S. J ., 13, 90. 
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obtaining a clear field with mo t sugars, but when the solutions 
are very dark, so that reading i difficult, good results can almost 
always be obtained by raising the small containing beaker so 
that the end of the refractometer almo t touches the bottom. 
In this way the thicknes of the layer through which the light 
has to pass is reduced and easier reading assured. 
TABLE II. 
WATER CONTENT OF RAW SUGAR. 
-
20 grms In 100 cc at 17 5 ° C .. 
... 
... 
... I! ... 23 .... 
.3 ... B 
.... Q) 
" 
0 0 0 ... 
e Q) Q) "' "' II 
Q) 
OU> bf) E"' bf) E.., 
bf) E"' 
.... ., 
.5 ... !3 ~ ol g ., s· s $ 
""' 
....... 
ol'" c Q) ~bii c Q) " Q) d i g .. ,!:~ .,, ...., .,, .... ol '" .,, ... 
" '" 
Cl ol :..bll 
" " 
... bD 
~Q ii~ .t; .,, ii ~ 
...., Q) 
... ~ .... .. 
-
p., I ~Q p., il<8 p., I £A 
88.0 I I I 88.1 I 4.900 89.0 3.G50 90.0 2.400 91.0 4.775 89.1 3.525 I 90.1 2.275 91.1 88.2 4.650 89.2 3.400 · 90.2 2.l 50 91.2 
8 .3 4.525 I 89.3 3.275 90.3 2·.025 91.3 88.4 
88.5 
4.'100 l ' 89.4 • 3.150 90.4 1,900
 91.4 
4.275 89 .5 3.025 90 .5 1.775 91.5 





88.7 4.025 I 89 .7 2.775 Q0.7 1.52 5 91.7 88.8 3.900 89.8 2.650 90 .lS 1.400 91.8 88.9 I 
-
3.775 I 89.9 I 2.5-25 II 90.9 I 1.2·10 II 91.9 
Corrections for hundredths of a scale-divi ion: 
0.03 scale division = - 0.0~ per cent. Water. 
0.05 scale division= - 0.06 per cent. Water. 

















A. factor of the o-reate t impor nee in this .determination is 
the tcm-:pcrature. As will b s en from Tab1e III very small varia-
tion · · · . f sin temp rature produ e Jar()'e changes in the re ult obtamed 
or the water cont n.t of sugar. An error of half a degree in 
the temp rature reading can produce an error of .2% in the 
V:lue obtpined for water co~tent. Everything pos ible must 
t :refore be done to nsure a c.onstant tempe~·ature being main-
tained. 1'he bath . hould be filled with water of a suitable tem-
~:raturc,_ and we b ve found it be. t to allow the fl.a k containing 
t' e solution to stand for some time in the bath, so that the solu-
ion attains tbe temperature of the bath before being poured into 
14 
the small beak r . The reading hould be carried 'out 
tiously as soon as the liquid is poured into the beaker , a 




-TEMPERATURE CORRECTI ON TABLE F R TBE REFRACTOMETRIC 









'O :0 'O 'O . ((j ((j 
'O ~.~ "' tnlia (/) <Ii 
., .... 
"' 
.,, :;; 0 
I '"" .J:J '"c .J:J b/Jv I /Jn ., QC> 0 Q(.) 0 E-< E-< 
----I I I 15.0 0.72 I 17.G I 0.03 15.1 0.70 I 17. 7 0.06 15.2 0.67 17.8 0.09 15.3 0.64 17.9 0.12 .. 
15.4 0.61 ] 8.0 0.15 
15.5 0.5 1 .1 
I 
0.18 
15.6 0.65 1 .2 0.21 
15.7 0.52 18.3 0.24 
15.8 0.49 18.4 0.27 
15.9 0.4 6 1 .5 0.30 I 16.0 0.44 1 .6 0.33 
16.l 0.41 ] 8.7 0.36 I 1 5.2 V.3 1 .8 0.39 
16.3 0.35 1 .9 0.42 
16.4 0.32 19.0 0.45 
16.5 0.29 19.l 0.48 
16 .6 0.26 19.2 o.~1 
16.7 0.23 19.3 0.54 
16.8 0.20 19.4 0.57 
16.9 0.17 19.5 0.61 
17 .0 0.J5 I J 9.G 0.64 II 17.1 I 
0.12 19.7 I 0.67 I 17.2 0.09 11 19.8 0.70 17 .3 0.06 
11 
19.9 0.73 I l 7.4 0.03 20,0 0.76 
20.1 I 17.5 I o.oo II 0.19 II 
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If careful attention be givc1?- to the points here empha izcd, 
excellent results can be obtained with this method. 
In Table IV will be found value obt1-1incd in a lmmber of· 
cxperim nts on various kinds of sug11rs, by the official drying, as 
well as by the bvo r efractometric methods here given . The 
author beli eve the method with the Abbe instrument to be tbe 
mar accurate for this determin1-1tion, as the dilution , and the 
15 
consequent multiplication of the error , i malJer. 'l'he method 
With the jmmeri:>ion refractometer , however, is omewhat simpler 
and IJ;ore convenient. ' 
TABLE IV. 







"' "' ·:;;; .a E 
... .a E ~ ~ ..... 
------
;: ~i~~;:~ ~.~ .. : .~ ... ·~~~~~·: . : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : I
3. Y . C . ... . .•.... . . . ................... . ..... 4
· Fil'sts 6
· Y. c.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::: :: 6
· F"it·sts ~ : ;.:;,.~·;·.:.::::: ::. ::: :: :::::::::::::: :::::: :: :, 
9
· Seconds ·. · ." ." ." .".". '.': : '. : : : : : : : . : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
l O. Peruvian....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 
11. Firsts 
~~: ~~~~~~~-:-: ·: ·: ·. ·: : ....... :. :".:.:.: :· :·:::::::: ::::: :.: : : : : : 
I 1.00 1.15 .97 
3.3 . 3.10 3.24 
2.39 2.?Q 2.40 
1.03 1.15 
1.40 1.30 ·1.50 
1.20 1. 20 1.27 
.70 .65 .72 
1.95 2.10 2.02 
1.30 1. 22 1.15 
.44 .34 .40 
2.12 1.90 1.90 
2.70 2.60 2.90 
1.65 1.70 1.60 
14. By W. G. TAGGART. · ' ~ :: ~:J.e~~::::::::: : ::::::::::: '. :::::::::::::I 17
· Seconds .. .. ... ................ . . . .. . .... . . 
18. 96 ' T s t. ............... ... ........ . ...... . 
2.33 ~.32 2.40 
3.12 3.04 3.38 
1.12 1.14 1.34 
1.51 1.4 2 1.15 
1.34 1.30 1.26 
.90 .90 .91 
1.30 1.50 1.34 
3.32 3.30 3.11 u:0~~:~:. :. :. :. :. : .: .: .: .: .: .: .: .: .: .: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : I 
~~-"-~~-'-~~---!.-
It should be a ldcd that onl r approximate re· ults are obtain-
~bl c with low grade third sugars, owing to the difficulty of read-
ing the solutions obtained with th e r fractometer and owing al o 
to the quantity of in oluble impuritie in the sample . 
1 F
or the standardizabon of Brix pindle , the Immer ion re-
; actometer, with its low maximum error, j better adapted than 
~ 1c A.bb6 instrument, though ith r may be usefully employed 
01
' thii:; purpose. The method consist imply in preparing a 
~ol uti on of granulat cl ugar, bringing · it to the temperature 
dor which th in trument was graduated, and determini11g the t? substance by means o.f the pindle to be te ·ted. The values 
1
en obtained arc checked by m n of the values obtained by 
16 
mean of the refractcmeter. The following table gives some 






Ei c: E 
3 oO 
<- ·w ~ BRIX SPINDLES 
c:j <- c:i 
... 
,_ 
ci ..... E~ ,a 4> G ~ii: Eii: A 13 0 D E F 
..... 
-
16.92 I 16. 9 I 16. 93 16. 0 l 16. 91 \ 16. 90 16.95 ! 17.0 0 l 16.91 
11.00 l 11.03 1 11.05 10.95 . 11.llO 1 11.0 2 11.04 11.09 111.00 19.00 19.0 0 19. 02 1s.90 I 19.02 19.01 19.05 I 19.u 19.o4 
Ave. 15.6 4 \ 1 5.6 4 l J 5.6 6· l 1 5.55 I 1 5. 64 l 1 5. 64 I 1 5.6 8 I 1 5.74 I 15.65 
From the e r e ults one would judge spindle B to read almost 
.1 too low and spindle F about .1 too high.. Spindl E reads a 
littl too hiah, but the .04 ex.ces i possibly within the expe· 
rimental error. 
To conclude, the refractometrfo method i one of gr at valu.e 
and reliability in determining the dry sub tance of all sugar· 
house products: juicos, yrups, mola. e ·,. ma~s cuites and su· 
gars. For ome l terminations the Ab1)e r fractometer is spe·· 
cially adapted, while for oth rs the im11iersion instrument is 
mo t uitable, but if the instrumen ·s are standardi z d with each 
Qther they can be used in co11jupction for sugar house control. 
The refractom tric method ensures higher accuracy as well as 
a greater implicity of workina than th old r methods, so that' 
it appear probable that th e refractometer may soon be regarded 
as an instrument a. indi pensable to sugar-house · work as the 
polaris(!ope has grown to be. 
In the ·app ndix are table~ showi11g the relation b tween re· 
fractive 1ndcx and total solids (Brix valne) for u e both with 
th~ Imm rsion an l the Abbe refractometer. 
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CHAPTER II. 
The A pplica ti on of Dry Lead D efecation to Sugar 
House Analysis. 
. The ordinary method of clarifying SU"'ar olutions for analy-
sis, by adding lead ·ubacetate solution and then ·filling up to the 
lOO cc. mark with water, involves a light error in the fact that 
the Volume o upied by the lead precipitate reduces the true 
Volume of the solution. In this way too high polarization results 
~re obtained. Among methods suggested to obviate thi error, 
ls the defecation with dry lead subacetate, first proposed by W. D. 
liorne (1). In this method the ugar solution i made up to the 
lOO cc. mark b fore the addition of the dry powdered lead sub-
acetate, ·so that the proper concentration of the. olution is as-
~ured. The method was subjected to considerable criticism at 
rst, ·however, especially from P ellet (2), who stated that owing 
to occlusion of sugar by the lead precipitate, which thus attained 
a cone.entration of sucroHe approximately the same a that of 
the sol · · h · · f l · h 
· 'f ut1on, t e concentrat10n o the .. o ut10n wa t e same as 
~ no lead precipitate were present. After a long controversy, 
~Was shown onclusively by Horne (3) that the lead precipitate 
does not entrain sugar, aud thus also that the supposed error 
Ue to ~h e volume oc .upi ed by the lead precipitate i a real one. 
th The que tion was also brought up a to the diluting effect of 
b e dry lead subac tat which is added after the olution has 
. een mad up to the 100 c . mark and o increai;.e the volume 
1
:01 a de0>ree qepende
nt upon th e amount of alt goin"' into the 
so lltion. It has been experim ntally shown, however, that the 
a:rnount of lead remaining in olution with ordinary work is 
;eryll Sll:lall, and that the incrca e in volume due to this is so 
:en; as to be entirely in ignificant. 
of t~ would appear therefore that the theoretical uperiority 
~Y lead method has been well established. 
a~ J . Am. Chem. Soc. 1904. 186. 
(3) ~u~. Assoc. Ch m. Dist. 1905. 285-291. I. S. J . 1906. 17. 
· m. Chem. Soc. 1907. 926. 
• 
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In its application to the control work of a cane sugar house, 
we have found it a method of greater simplicity than the older 
methods, and this in itself i a great advantage. Moreover, its 
accuracy for the various products has been tested by us at the 
Experiment tation with very favorable re ults. 
For example, with juices. Here the dry lead method consists 
of pouring a convenient quantity of juice into a beaker, adding 
the quantity of dry lead requisite for clarification, stirring, :fil· 
tering, and polaeizing. 1'he nece. ity of volumetric measure· 
ment, as in the Schmitz and Spencer-pipette metl10ds, is thus 
avoided, and . o both rapidity and accuracy are a sured.• 
In our experiments the chmitz and dry lead methods were 
compared on many kinds of juices, and by different observers. 
The following table contains some typical results : 
•'1.'he dire.ct polarization values obtain d on julC'es by the dry lead methO~ 
may be converted into % sucroso by reference to 'l'abl eII. This table corre 
sponds to the Schmitz taole used with the Schmitz method . 
• 
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T ABLE I. ' . 
SUCROSE IN CANE JUICES.• 
-----~ 
DESCRIPTION 
No By WM. E. CROSS. 
rma1 Jui . l'lo ce .... ..... . .... .... .... . ................ . . 
rmaz .Tu!c ~~rina1 Juice: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
F'irr~al Juice ....... ...... .. .... ...... .. ............. . 
F'lr:t ~Ill Juice ..... . .... . ...... . . •.... . ... .... . .. .... 
Last 1\1 lll Juice . . . .. .... .... .. .... .• .......... .. ... . . . 
C!a II\ Ill Juice .... . .... ... ..... .. .......... . ... . ..... . 
C\a;lfi Cd Juice ( Carboriatlon ) .... . . ...•...•. . ... . ...... • 
CJarfft ed Juice (Carbonat!otJ.) ......................... . 
Clar(ft ed Ju\co (Su]phltation) ........... . ......... . .. . . . 
ed Juice (Su lphitatlon) .................... .... .. . 
13 
· Average . · ....... .. .... .. 
ll!orrn r W. G. TAGGART. Norrn~1 ~~:~:· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · 
lllorina1 Juice . .... ... ...... . ...... .. . .. .... .. ........ . 
Norma1 Juice ......•.. . . .. ...... .... .... ... ... . ... . ... 
Clarffi · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Clarlft e~ Juice (Carbonation) .. . .... ... . . ............. . 
C!artft ed Juice (Carbonation) . .. ...... ... . .... . . . ..... . 
Clartft ed Juice (Carbonation)· .. . . ... .. .......... . ..... . 
C!artft ed Juice (Su!phitation) .. , .....•...... ..• . ....... 
e Juice (SuJphltatlon) .... . ................. . .. . 
:e . Average .... .• .... ... ... 
Norrna{ f· P. l<Elln. . . 
Su\phuredu~~~~~ . . . ............ . . .. ... ......... ... .... . 
Clarified J .. .... .... ... .. ..... ....... . ... . ... ... . 
Norrna1 J1J~~~e ....... , . . ............ ............. . .. . . . 
Sulphured Jui~e· .... .. .... .. .. ... ..•... .... .• .. ... .... 
Clarlfled Jule . .............. •...... .. . ........ . .. ... 
Norina1 JuLc .. .... . ... .... .. ... ..... . . .. . ... ..... .. . 
~ulphured J~i~e· .... . . ....... . .. .. ... .......... . .. . .. . 
larlfled Juice . .': : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 



































































41.90 ~~:·•·•· •· ••••:•. • • • •• •· ·•• •• •• •• •· • •·. •••• •••••••·1 :rn 11 Aver age'. ............... I 45 .60 -4-5-.5-0-
I ng10 Polarizatio-n--------~~----'------'-----
'J' . 
Le exhese results go to show that practically identical results may 
Pected from both methods, and the fact that the implicity 
20 
cf the opeFation involved in the dry le~d method minimizes the 
possibility of experimental error, and allows o~ much quicker op· 
.eration in routine work, will commend the method to the sugar· 
house chemist. 
'l'ABLE II. 
SUCROSE BY HORNE'S DRY LEAD METHOD. 
Brix R eading (Uncorrected) . 
--~p~:c~:-:e-i--\~-9--,.~1-0-\~1-1~\~12~\-1_3_\~1-4-\~15~\-1-6~\-1_7_\~18--:-1-n::~~~;-
r eading ~ [ ) rea.d~ 
.~-.-o=.---;;""7-;~:-j--c:;-;;,;c;-...,-,,.;-.,.-,,-.+-~cri-~~~--;c--~;c---r5 25 6.27 6.25! 6.22 6.70) 6.17) 6.15 6.12 6.10 . . . . . ... 
26 6.52 6.50 6. 47 6.H 6.42 6.39 6.37 6.34 . . . . . . . . 26 
21 6.77 6.75 6.72 6.69 6.66 6.64 6.61 6.58 . . . . . . . . 21 
28 28 7.02 7.0016.97 6.94 6.91 6.88 6.86 6.83 ... .... . 
29 ~~ ~:~~ . ~:!~I ~:!~ ~:~: ~:~~ 7.13 ~ : ~~ ~:~~ : : : : : : : : ~ 
31 7.78 7.7 5 7.71 7.68 7.65 ~ : ~~17.59 7.56 .. .. .. .. 31 
32 8.03 8.00 7.96 7.93 7.90 7.87 7.84 . 7.80 . . . . . . . . sz 
33 s .z8 S.25 ~.21 8.18 8.15 8.1 21 8.08 8.05 . . . . . • . . 33 
34 8.53 8.50 8.46 8.43 8.40 8.36 8.33 8.29 . . . . . . . . 34 
.35 8.78 8.75 8.71 8.68 8.64 8.61 8.57 8.54 . . . . . . . . 35 
36 36 . . . . . . 9.00 8.96 8.92 8.89 8.85 8.82 8.78 8.75 . . . . 37 
37 . . . . . . 9.25 9.21 9.17 9.14 9.10 9.06 9.03 8.99 ... . 
38 . . . . . . 9.50 9.46 9.42 9.38 9.35 9.31 9.27 9. 23 . . . . . :: 
39 I· ..... . . . . . 9.71 9.67 9.63 9.59 9.55 9.51 9.~ 
40 . . . . . . . . . . . 9.96 9.92 9.88 9.84 9. 80 9.76 9. 72 . . . . !~ 
41 . . . . . . . .... 10.21 10.17 10.1 2 10.08 10.04 10.00 9.96 .. : . 42 
42 . . . . . . . . . .. 10.46 10.41 10.~7 10.33 10.29 10.25 10.21 . . . . 3 
43 . . . • . . . . . . . 10.66 10.6 2 10.58 10.53 10.49 10.45 . . . . 4 4 
44 . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 10.91 10.87 10.82 10.78 10.74 10.69 10.65 4 5 
45 . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 11.16 11.11 11.07· 11.03 10.98 10 .94 10.89 4 
46 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 11.41 11.36 11.32 11.27 11. 22 11.18 11.13 4 ~ 
47 .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. 11.61 11.56 11.52 11.47 11.42 11.38 4 8 
48 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11.86 11.81 11.76 11.71 11.67 11.62 4 9 
49 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12.10 12.06 12.01 11.96 11.91 11.86 4--
~-:-::-~-;.-~~;--~-;-~--;-~--;,,-. """'~"""'"~""""'.,,.+-="""",.,,.+,,..,,....,,-;-!-"""'.-;;-;~- 50 50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 12.35 12.30 12.26 12.20 12.15 12.10 51 
51 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 12 .55 12.50 12.45 12.40 12.35 52 
52 . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 12 .80 12 .74 12 .69 12 .64 12.69 53 
53 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 13.04 12.99 12.93 12.88 12.83 54 
54 . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .. 13.29 13.23 13 .18 13.13 13.07 55 
65 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 13.48 13.42 13.37 13.32 56 










0.1 I 0.2 
0.3 















t (T nths of a division.) 
i ( % Sucrose.) 
.... , .... , .... 
............ 
13.97 13.91 13.86 13.80 57 58 
14.22 14.16 14.10 14.04 59 
. ... 14.40 14.34 14.29~ 
.... 14.65114.59114.53 
6 ~ 
. ... 14.89 14.83 14.77 :2 
. .. . 15.14 16.08 15.01 63 
. . .. 15.38 15.32 15.26 64 
. . . . . . .. 15.56 15.50 65 
. . . . . . . . 15.81 15.74f 
~1 
'fh e dry lead defecation may also be used in the analysis of 
syrups, sugars and molasses. Very considerable work has been . 
don e on this subject and all the results obtained go ·to show that 
the method is both accurate and practicable for these produ~ts. 
For several years past, the referees and collaborators of the 
Association of Official Agl'icul tural Chemists have canied out 
Work on this method, with the result that the method has this 
Year been made an offfoial one for this country. Some results 
obtained in 1910 and 1911, when th e work was Qrganizcd an d 
carried out by this department, are herein given. 
TAB.LE III. 
POLARIZATION RESULTS USING NORMAL QUANTITY CLARIFY-
I NG· AGENTS. 










bD "' bD 
., 
bli bl> c ... c ... 




31.00 38.66 96.50 96.51 '130 38.74 96.35 97. 00 
B. · · · · 31.20 39.- 19 96.60 96.38 .. .. ·~~. . . . . . . . 96.50' 96.0 3 
c.. . . . 30 .80 38.92 96 .38 96.36 30.80 38.42 96.1~ 96 .16 
D · · · · · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95 . 78 95.55 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95.68 95.37 
E · · · · · 31.60 ' 38.53 95.90 96.35 31.64 36.70 95.88 96.06 
F · · · · · 31.20 38.03 96.00 96.50 31.20 38.80 96.20 97.31 
G . · · · · 32.20 39.35 96.40 97 .73 r 32.32 39.33 96.25 97 .5·1 
Ii . . 32.00 39.65 96.35 97.88 32.00 39.38 06.35 97.79 
I .. ·: : : 29.70 37.90 . 95. 57 97.30 29.90 • 37.50 95.57 96.60 
~~~~1~~-9~~ 
1910* 
~::: · . .. 11 42. 10 I 45.31 I 96 .65 97.20 I 42.00 I 45.23 I 96.60 97 .JO 
42.21 4U. 83 97.16 98.26 42.08 46.50 I 97.20 98 .21 
c..... 42.60 46.12 96.40 98.78 I 42.40 45.96 96.35 98.78 ~:: ::: :;:~~ ! ~::: :::~~ .. 9.7 .. ~~. , . . 4.2 .. ~~ . .. 4.7 .. . ~ ... 9.6 .. ~~ . . ·9·8· ~~ 
• . . . . . 42.20 45. 68 96.50 . . . . . . . 43 10 ..... . .......... . .. . ~~I· ,;;,· I~-;;:;-~ 1~1~~~ 
Ct. Bulletins of Bur au of Chemistry, Dept. of Agricu lture . 
.r Prom this table it is seen that the dry lead method gives 
esults closely approximating to those of the old official method. 
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The dry lead l'esult are theor tically the more correct, but the 
differences are o small as to be of only veJ.·y slight importance 
iI .. sugar hous.e work. T~e dry lead defecation would thus. ap-
rear to be very advantageous, being at the same time more easy 
of manipulation, and · theoreticalJy more correct than the older 
methods. 
We have also ·found, as might be expect d from the forego-
ing resuJts on juices, molas e ' etc., that the dry lead defecation 
may be used .in :filter-pre s cake and bagasse analysis, with relia-
ble results. 
In conclusion, it may be r marked that in ordinary work .the 
use of excessive amounts of clarifying agent, be it dry lead or 
lead s·ubacetate solution, is very undesirable ( 4), as in this waY 
variation in the polarization values are obtained which seriously 
detract from the value of an analysis . . ·Care shou1d be taken, 
therefore, to add only just sufficient of the clarifying agent to 
produce the desired precipitation of impurities, etc. 




A Rapid Method for the Determination of Glucose 
in Juices. 
In the volumetric determination of glucose in juices much 
time can be saved if the juice be mea ured out instead of 
Weigh d, and if the operation is performed carefully, with prop-
erly standardized pipettes, etc., a very good accuracy is attain-
able. The procedure is exactly the ame as with the ordinary 
method, except that so many ccs., in tead of so many grams, 
oi the juice are taken and made up to 200 cc. The result is 
calculated exactly as if so many grams instead · of ccs. had 
been used, and the percentage glucose obtained by-Table I. 
TABLE I. 
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--.:.:.:...:_ .. . 
! BRIX (Uncorrected) 
-.,--~-,-----,-.,--~~-I 10 I 11 I 12 I 13 I 14 I 15 I 16 I 17 I 18 I 19 I 20 
.48 .48 .47 .47 
.471 .47 .47 .47 .47 .46 .46 
.58 .57 .67 .57 .57 .56 .56 .56 .56 .56 .55 
.67 .67 .67 .66 .66 .66 .6 6 .65 .65 .65 .65 
.77 .77 .76 .76 .76 .7 5 .75 .75 .74 .74 .74 
.86 .86 .86 .85 .85 .85 .85 .84 .84 .83 .83 
.~6 .96 .95 .95 .95 .94 .94 .93 .93 .93 .92 
1.06 1.05 1.05 1.04 1.04 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.02 . 1.02 1.01 
1.15 1.15 1.14 1.14 1.13 1.13 1.13 1.12 1.12 1.11 1.11 
1.24 1. 24 1.24 1. 23 1.23 1.22 1.22 1.21 1.21 1.20 1.20 
1.84 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.32 1.32 1.31 1.31 1.30 1.30 ·1.29 
1.44 1.44 1.43 l.42 1.42 1.41 1.41 1.40 1.40 1.39 1.38 
J.54 1.53 1.52 1.52 -1.51 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.49 1.49 1.48 
1.63 1.63 1.62 1.61 1.61 1.60 1.60 1.59 1.58 1.58 1.57 
1.7 2 1.7 2 1.72 1.71 1.70 1.69 1.69 l.68 j 1.68 1.67 1.66 
1.82 1.82 1.81 1.80 1.80 1.79 1.79 1.78 1.77 1.76 1.75 
1.9 2 1.91 1.91 1.90 1.89 1.88 1. 8 1.87 1.86 1.86 1.85 
2.02 2.01 2.00 1.99 1.99 1.97 1.97 1.96 1.96 1.95 1.95 
2.11 2.10 2.10 2.09 2.081 2.07 2.07 2.05 2.05 2.04 2.oa 2.21 2.20 2.1 91 2.18 2.17 2.16 2.161 2.141 2.14 2.13 2.12 2.30 2.30 2.29 2.28 2.27 2.26 Z.251 2.24 2.23 2.22 2.22 
2.40 2.39 2.38 2.38 2.371 2.36 1 2.35 2.33 2.321 2.31 2.30 
. of ;[0 _take ~ example: 50 cc. juice are measured out by means 
pipette, into a 200 cc. :flask, which i then filled up to the 
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mark w:ith water. In the titration against 10 cc. F ehling's solu-
tion, 22.2 cc. ·of the juice solution are necessary to. reduce the 
copper. By the ordinary calculation, this corresponds to .9 % 
·glucose. But 50 cubic centimeters, and not 50 grams, were used, 
so the correct value mu t be found from the table. Suppose t11e 
juice were 17 Brix, the glucose percentage would be 0.84 . 
. The Spencer pipette can also be used to advanta"'e £or rapid 
gluco e analy i . Th . standardized pipette is filled up to the 
mark corr esponding to the Brix value with juice, and fois volume 
is run into a 200 c. fl.ask, which i then :filJ ed up 'to t1rn mark 
with water. This juice olution is used for the usual titration, 
and from t he number of ccs . nece s~ry to r educe the 10 cc. 
F ehling's solution the glucose percentage is obtained by r eference 
to Table II. 
For example, a juice of 15.0 Brix was taken, and a Spencer 
pipette filled to the 15 Brix mark with juice. '1.'his volume was 
run :into a 250 cc. fla k and the fl.ask filled to mark with water. 
In the titration 18.6 ccs. were necessary, showing a glucose 
content (from Table II) of 1.29% . 
T ABT.JE II. 
(FOR GLUCOSE DETERMINATION WITH -SPENCER PIPETTK) 
CC. Solution 
requ ired 
12 . ...•..... 
13 ......... . 
14 ....•.. .. . 
15 ... . ... .. . 
16 . . ...•.... 
17 .... . ..... 
18 ......... . 
19 . ....•.... 
20 ... . ...... 
21 ......... . 
22 ... ....... 
23 .......... 
24 . .. . . ..... 
25 . . . .... ... 
26 ....... . .. 
27 ..... .... . 
I 
1 pipe tte volume mad up to 250 ccs. 
- I -- ---- ----
2.00 1.99 1.96 1.95 1.94 1.9 2 1.90 
1.85 1.83 1.81 1.80 1.79 1. 78 1. 76 
1.71 1. 70 1.69 1.68 1.66 1.65 1.64 
1.60 1.59 1. 58 1.57 1.56 1.55 1.54 
1.50 1.4 9 1.4 8 1.47 1.46 1.4 5 1.44 
1.41 1.40 1.39 1.39 1.38 1.36 1.36 
1.33 1.32 1.31 1.31 1.30 1.30 1.29 
1.26 1.25 1.25 1.24 1.24 1.23 1.22 
1.20 1.19 1.19 1.18 1.18 1.17 1.l 6 
1.14 1.14 l.13 1.12 1.12 1.11 1.11 
1.09 1.09 1.08 1.08 1.07 1.07 1.06 
1.04 1.04 1.04 1.03 1.03 1.02 1.0 2 
1.00 1.00 .99 .99 .99 .9 8 8 
.95 .95 .9 5 .94 .94 .93 .93 
.92 .9 2 .91 .91 .91 .90 .90 
.89 .89 .88 .88 .88 .87 .87 
(Tablo shows g lucose pore ntag .) 
1.89 1.88 





1.29 1. 28 




























It is becoming cu tomary in Louisiana to entirely n eglect the 
?eter111inatiou of glucose in sugar-house analy is. The writer 
lS of . · f opinion, however, that a knowledge o the glucose content 
~f the juices, syrups, etc., affords valuable criteria for sugar-
ouse control which well repays the trouble of carrying out such 
a glucose determination as has been de cribed. 
CHAPTER IV. 
A. Modification of the Clerget Method of Determ-
ining Sucrose in Mola ses. 
(WM. E. CROSS and W. G. T AGGART. ) 
. The importance of dete1•rnining the true purity of mola es 
18 
Well r ecognized in sugar-house control work, and yet the 
lllethocls commonly used at present a e neither so rapid nor so 
accurat 
, e as would be wished. 
in l'he use of the refractometer in total solids estimation elim-
'IV::es the old prolonged drying method for sugar-house purpo es, ~ ile at the same time nsuring accurate re ults. The other 
.i.actor · . . . · · d in purity determmat10n , the sucro e value · can also be 
odcterinined with accuracy and comparative ea e if proper meth-
s arc u l I a sect. n this paper we hall pre ent a tudy of the 
ccuratc det . . £ h ei·mmat10n o t e sucrose. 
tio I_n :he ordinary method of clarifi ation of th mola e solu-
ju,s~ ~1th . le~d subac tate, instruction. are alway~ giv.en to ~dd 
to th lfficient of the agent n ece sary to effect clarification, owmg 
th e effect qf the exces of lead on the rotation of the ugar of 
e lllola · \\'a < ss s, especially on the 1 vulo e. Thi exce of lead , as 
s sho lcvu.l wn so far back a 1871, leads to the formation of lead 
sequ osate, tc., which decrea es the negative rotation, and con-
the ently causes au incr ase in the apparent dextro-rotation o-f 
solution. Under certain condition. thi lead om.pound is · 
26 
insoJuble, but the e conditions are not ofte:r;i. met with in sugar· 
house work; where only a slight excess of 1 ad is usually ern· 
ployed. 
_ 
As "·e have stated, most methods for the analysis of molasses 
at present in use recommend the avoidance of excess as far 
as po. ihle, and if excess be used, do not offer any means of elim· 
inatin ()' thi error. 'l'he official A. 0. A. C. methods are a case· 
in point. It is obvious, however, that in practical work xcess 
is bound to be u ed at times, and th e error thus produced ought 
certainly to be corrected for if possible. · 
Spencer (l ) · recommends that a slight excess of lead be used, 
and that th e error be eliminat d by acidifying with acetic acid 
before takiilO" the single polarization. This method is. reasgnablY 
reliable, when the excess is kept within certain ·limits. 
In Table I some r esults showing the modincation introduced 




Solution Amount Dry Lead Single Polarization afte r acetic a cid 




32,5 6 4 1 g. 32.80 
2 g. 32. 0 32.56 




2 1 cc. su bac tate 





2 3.0 g. 30.0 29. 4 
In the ordinary m thods of molas es analysis, hpwever, there 
is another ource of error which does not claim much attentioJJ 
ordinarily. If the solution is half normal, the clarification, wbe.11 
exec. s of lead i avoided, or "slight'', as Spencer r ecommends, 
i. o in complete that only dark colored solution are obtained, 
(l l H a ndbook for Sugar Manufacturers, p. 150. 
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Which only admit of approximate polarization even in a 10 cm. 
tube. Even with quarter-normal solutions, with some molasses, 
the polarization reading under the same condition i only an 
11PProximat one, and the error is here multiplied by four in 
the calculation. Our first tfort , therefore hould be dire ted 
towards obtaininO" a solution ufficiently clarified to admit of easy 
l'eaclinO", as in this way the sometimes very serious error_ above 
llt<:ntion d will be eliminated. 
. .A. better clarification could be obtained by the u e of a large 
e'tcess of lead, if this were permi ible. Although this seems to 
b~ somewhat against the traditions of ugar work, it bas been 
rightly pointed out by Tcrvooren (2) that even though an exce s 
of lead remove part of th e levulo e from solution this i a matter 
of no con equence in the Clerget determination, where the true 
sucrose is to be found. The effe~t of the exce s of lead on the 
~otation of the levulose till in solution would. have to be elim-
ina~e cl , of ourse, and 'I'ervooren has elaborated a method by 
Which a large ex ss of lead ·ubacetate olution i added to effect 
~dequate clarification, after which the lead levulo ate in solution 
; decomposed by the addition of acetic acid and alumina cream. 
~rvoorcn u es what amounts to a half normals lution. Here with ~ e large ex e s of lead used, a large lead precipitate may .be 
expected, and if the volume occupied by the lead precipitc1.te 
affects the results, as ha be n claimed by Deerr, Wiechmann 
~d other , and as has b.een fairly conclu ively proved by Horne 
b ), .the error introducecl by a larger pre ipitation of lead will 
e considerable. To avoid thi& error a far a po ible, Deerr ( 4) 
~e~o~mend using very dilute olution ( ixth normal), thus ob-
t~1n 1 n"' a large volum of solution in comparison with which 
0 
~_volume of the lead precipitate is e"ntirely negli"'ible. In 
...... r er to avoid too much multiplication of the rror of readinD", 
' •'"l01' f eover, D err recommends also the u of long tube (60 cm.) 
c 
0~ the polariscope. Reading a ixth normal olution in a 60 
n:t tub · · f · e gives tbe ·ame re ult a that from a half normal solu-i~on. _in a 20 cm. tube, and th e multiplication of the error in read-
~us avoid d. The invert reading is also taken in a 60 
(2 ) 
J ava( Archie!. 1902. 321. S o also N. D err, Haw. Bull. No. 31 
(3) J 1910). 
(4) Ii Arn. Chem. Soc. 1907. 926. 
awaflan Bulletin 31 (1910). 
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cm. tube; and in his method no attempt (as far as can be gath-
ered from his report ) is made to remove the lead in solution, 
the inference being that the volume occupied by the lead chloride 
precipitate will also be considered negligibly small in so great a 
volume of liquid. 
The very serious drawback to the use of this method is the 
necessity of employing long tubes, as practically all the polari-
scopes in use in Louisiana are unable to accommodate a 60 cm. 
tube, and indeed there are many in use for which a 40 cm. tub<i 
would be too long. .Furthermore, in t11e use or such long tubes 
the work is awkward, and far 1ess convenie~t than when shorter 
tubes are used; but with such high dilution as Deerr recorn-
mends these lengths are essential for accurate results. It there-
fore seemed desirable to study whether the same principle (that 
of Tervooren above mentioned) could not be used in a method 
which did not entail such high dilutions, and consequent use 
of long tubes. 
The entire question depends upon the influence of the volurne 
occupied by the lead precipitate. 'l.'his influence can, however, 
be entirely eliminated by the use of the dry lead clarification 
(see Chap. II ) , in which method the solution is made up to the 
mark first, and the dry lead subacetate then added. · Previous 
work on the question 9f clarification witli dry lead havinO' shown 
the reliability of the method, we proce ded to investigate the pos-
sibility of using the principle of 'rervooren in this connection· 
Jn thi way it was found that very good results could be obtained 
by adding a considerable excess of dry lead to clarify the half 
normal solution of syrups, molasses, etc . In this way quite a 
dark molas. s could be read easily in a 20 cm. tube. It was found 
that the clearness of the solution did not increase continuallY 
with the amount of the lead added in excess, but that after a cer-
tain proportion of lead had been added the solution had alreadY 
r eached approximately its maximum clarification, so that there 
was :i;i.o reason to add more than this amount of le~d. A littla 
practice showed approximately when this point was reached ·with 
the different grades of molasses, syrups, etc.; indeed, ·we 
found that the amount of lead required varied from 2 gm. with 
syrups to 6 gm. with low-grade molas es (per 100 cc. half nor-
29 
~~l solution). As the solution suffered no further dilution after 
eing :rnadc half normal (except the 50-55 dilution in the Clerget 
operation) the error in reading (in 20 cm. tubes), which, owing 
t? the clearness of the solution, is very small, also suffers mul-
hplication by t wo only, and so is kept down within small limits. 
While the volume of the lead precipitate has no influence 
on the single polal'ization with thi method, the presence of dis-B~lved lead in considerable concentration was likely to have se-
rious efl'ects on the Clerget results, so that it was neces ary to 
~crn.ove the lead from solution before the hydrochloric acid for 
~nvcrsion was added. Owing to the high concentration of the 
ead, the addition of potassium sulphate or oxalate would leave 
;
0
t.assiu111 salts in the solution in such concentration as to incur 
11~rtous risk of modifying the rotation of the sug;i,r solution. 
t Uch e:xperimentation and consideration of the matter lead llS 
1° the conclusion that oxalic acid 
could be used as a substitute 
f oth for the acetic acid used before the single polarization and 
or the p t · f · l l o as~1um sulphate or oxalate nece sary or r emovrng the ~calc · In this way no metallic ions would be introduced into the 
"o Ut' . 
efl' ion, although the removal of the lead would be adequately 
"' edc~ed; and morcove1· by using dry finely -powdered oxalic acid, 
"O ll t' ln tl u ion of the solution would be nece sary. In thi way a 
N' e tod at once simple and reliable was elaborated as follows : 
ornial . 1 
.l\. Weig it of molasses is dis olved and made up to 200 cc. 
ces~07cnient quantity of this is treated with the neces.sary ex-
Buffj ~ dry lead subacctate and.filtered. To the £ltrate is added 
an t~ nt dry finely powd red oxalic acid* to precipitate almost 
sin 1 e lead presen
t iu so]ution, and the mixture refiltered. The 
thi g e Polarization and Clerget determinations are made with ~: solution. 
Wit~~: s~ngle. polarization results obtained after acidification 
by l1 . ahc acid were approximately the same a those obtained 
~acetic acid, as the following table shows: 
th • 1'he dr 
stgpPO\Vder ccf' finely powdered d hydrated oxalic acid is obtained by heating 
Perea bottI · P. ncld to 70° C. for ome time and regrinding. Keep In a 
!f too e. 

































T ABLE II. 
A lk ali ! Acidifledwi th I Acidiflcdwl th 
Polarization Acetic Acid ~
32.6 32.3 4 32.50 
33.4 32.34 32.5 0 
8. 20 8.14 8.10 
8.20 8.14 '.05 
.. 
18.7 18.65 1 8~ 
I• 
30.0 29. 48 29.6 
I 
--In order to test the accuracy of the method to the best ad· 
vantage, a number of syrups were analyzed in the first .P1ace, 
a with these the ordinary . method of clar.ification were so go~ 
that entirely r eliabl e and accurate r esults could be obtained 111 
this way, an d reliable crit ria with which to compare the rc~ul~ 
of the new method were thus furnished. 'rhe values obta1ne 
· Its 
showed that the new method in every case gave the same resu 























































0. 2 Dq 
0.5 DL 











2. 0 DL 


































~ ci ci 
ui 0 
.s ~ :;::; d 'tJ ell ol 
~ 
"' "' "' 
..: ·;:: i-1 
'tJ 
'B ol ol. o-' 00 .s:: < 
.... . 
p.,~ P.,Ul · ·~5 .~ ., 2rc d bo~ ·"' bl>- i:i:e K ~< .::.< . p, 0 Ul H 
----
0.10 25.0 25.0 9.5 
0.20 25.0 25.0 9. 5 
0.50 24.9 24.9 9.6 
0.50 25.1 24.9 9.5 
0.50 25.2 24.95 9.5 
0.50 25.5 25.0 9.25 
0.50 25. 7 25.0 9.1 
0.50 25 .8 25. 0 9.0 
0.50 26 .0 25.2 9.0 
... . . ... 18.65 . ... 
0. 20 18.7 18. 65 . . .. 
0.50 18 .7 18. 65 .... 
v.50 18.6 18.50 ... . 
0.50 18.7 18.50 . ... 
0.5 0 18.7 18.30 . ... 
1.00 18.8 18.40 ... . 
1.00 19.0 18.40 .. .. 
1.0 19 .2 18.4 ... . 
'tJ .... 
d t 




6 d 5"" .... ui d 
... ~~ ... d ., ., ., en p, p, E 0 





" E-< H 8 z f/1 
20.5 9.5 20.0 50.0 52.90 
20.0 9.5 20.0 50.0 52.90 
20.0 9.5 20 .0 49.6 52.40 
20.0 9.5 20 .0 49 .8 52 .75 
20.0 9.5 20.0 49.9 52.83 
20.0 9.2 19 .0 50.0 52.21 
20.0 9.2 20.0 50.0 52.41 
20.0 9.0 20.0 50.0 52.08 
20.0 9.0 20.0 50.0 52.38 
. ... 7.5 19.0 37.30 39.97 
.... 7.5 19.0 37.4 39.97 
. .. . 7.5 19.0 . 37.4 39.97 
.... 7. 5 19.0 37.0 39.77 
. .. . 7.5 19.0 37.0 39.77 
.... 7.5 19.0 36.6 39.47 
.. .. 7.5 19.0 36.8 39.61 
. .. . 7.4 19 .0 36.8 39.61 
.... 7.5 19.0 36.8 39.61 
~1 =~d rnethod 4 ~~·b. I J .... 116.3116.2818.9_ 120.0 18.8120.0 132.66138.91 
1:3ffoa 1/. 4.o ! . ·! o.5o\ . .. ·)16.28\ 8.9. \2 0.0 \ 8.81·-2-0.-0 ...:...13-2-.6-61:-3-8.-74 · ~s 4.o DL . . o.50 116.4 16.lo l 8.2 120.0 I 8.s 20.0 32.2 38.14 
~1 ~t_l 3 cc. sub.I J _ ... 115.0 114 .7 41 .... I .... 1 9. 211 9.0 12 9.48138.40 2c:i:~~9d j . ,- I j j I j j 26_20 0 . "3.o DL . . 0.10 14.9 14.801 .. . .•... 10.2 ps.o 29.60 38.64 
26_200 1 6.0 DL . . 0.20j15.4 15.001 ... · 1 · ... , 9.5 118.5130.0 137.7
7. 
2s_200 6.0 DL . . 
0.60j15.4 15.00 . . . . . . . . 9.4 20.0 30.0 37.82 
"A "l;~L6~.0_::_D~L;_!..:.~· L.:1~. 0~0~jl~5~.4:._i:l~5~.0~0J...:,,.~"~·.!....:._'~"~·..!,....:9~.6~j l~9~.5~3~0~.0~3~8~.1=5 llll t this t Ulll cl ar t flc~tol nt sufflcl nt xcess of lead had been added to produce a max-]3 on. Dry lead. 
obta· efore a discu ion of the e figure is attempted, some re.sults 
lllecl on 1 . . mo a s w111 also be given : 
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TABLE IV . 
~ ci .: 1~ .; 0 .s .. E :;:J -:;; 'tj Cll 'tj bJJ '" '" DO '(j N N "' p.; .. 
...: 
~ 






.<:: ;:J ui 0 
i:: :3 o...; o~ ;l'tj ..... 
.2 <( ~o ~rJl .'!;::.., ·- "' '" ~ ~ 
"' 
{/} ~ i:: ~5 .... <J 
"' 
0 
:e C) ~'tj "' p. E .. 'tj <( :g ~~ .en 
cd i)J)'- ~~ ~E s ... <J Q .s< "C) 0 ~ ..., c.i :..: iii<( . p, "' "' ,..:i 0 .... E-< z~C) {/} >-< >-< 
a. Molasses 
115.0 129 .4 39.18 26-200 . ..... 1.0 DL . .. . 0.5 14.7 ... . 10.4 21.0 
26-200 ... ... 3.0 DL .... 1.5 (5 .0 
14. 7 . . .. 9. 7 21.0 129.4 3&.46 
26-200 ...... t6.0 DL . . . . 3.0 15.0 14. . ... 9.5 20.0 29. 6 37,68 
26-200 ..... . 9.0 DL . . . . 4.5 16.5 14.75 .... 9.4 20.0 29.5 37. H 
.-J--
b. l\folasst s I I ( .... 13 4.76 2G-200 ..... · 1 12 cc. 43.03 26-200 ...... sub sln. 17.8 16.88 .... 9.8 1 \ .... 42.36 
26-200 ..... ·I t6.0 DL . . . . 0.5 17.8 17.60 .... 9.8 . .... 135.20 42.30 
26-200 ..... · l 12.0 DL . . . . 0.5118.8 18.25 
c. Molasses l 
26-200 ...... 1 6.0 DL . . . . 0.5 ~ 10.0 
26-200 . .... ·1 8.0 DL .. .. 0.5 10.0 9.9 
26-200 ...... t12.0 DL .... 0.5 10.4 9.9 
2_6-200 ..... ·I 15.0 DL .... 1 0.5 10.6 110.0 
tSufficlent lad for ma.xi mum cl arifica tion. 
iToo dark. 
Sol ution 




































•Sufficient l ead for maximum clarification . 
·: .. I 9.8 .... 36.5 
I 20 .0 32.05 10.4 110.0 .... 3i.90 10.0 10.0 26.0 19.8 30.90 
9.0 9.4 19.8 30.38 
1 .. .. 1 9.0 .. .. 120.0 ::.:-
D.- I . 
3 21 
13.43113.401 19.49 13.94 1 . 
I I I 
!13.49j 1s.49 1s.21j1s .49J 1s.ll
9 
I I . so 
114 .10 11a.25 14.2011a.25 J13' 
T ABLE VI. 
-
' SINGLE POJ,ARIZATIO~ I 
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Solution '"d'""' .... <J 2 ..... ~ 
" I~ oj 0 CJ ~ C2 1-c ~ .... ... 
i'.S 
C) x <~ 
....J" <: 0 I C.)<> I 
... 
UJ 
E°d .... . .a 
< ~ Ii 
P. P. P. oj 
-




3g 16.15 16.15 32.48 26.38 26. 41 
-1 *6 g 32. 60 32.34 32.50 26.54 26.ZG 
9g 33.40 32.34 3'.!..50 I 26.70 26.10 
12 g 33.75 32.80 32.&0 ! 27.l'.l 26.025 I 20 g 36.00 33.20 32.00 .... 24.80 
• 
I 
Sutllclent lead fo r maximum clanfication. 
In Table III the r sults obtained on syrups are shown . With 
syrups the ordina1·y clarification is very good, and the results 
therefor~ arc reliable and may be taken as standard. The r esults 
obtaine l from the new method, using exce of lead and oxalic 
a ·d 
ci , are a very good" check" as long as the exce s of lead is not 
~oo great, but as this excess increa e , a very slight fal l in the 
Clcrget value obtained seems to be produced. It will be noticed 
t~at a. the exce s of lead becomes greater, the single polariza-~ion i.n ~re~ses, but this error eem to be removed almost entirely 
Y. acid1fymg the solution. 
The experiments with molas es gave similar re ult . Only in 
rare instances did the acid single polarization increa e as greater 
~mounts of lead were added (e. g., Table IV b.) and although 
~ some instances well marked decrea e were observed in the 
erget value as the amount of lead incrca ed ( e. g., Table IV 
~d Table VI ) . 'l.'his is a point of con iderable importance. 
· ee:rr states that the (D-I ) value is entirely independent of the 
~mount of exc ss of lead. This is not confirmed by our experi-
1 ents, as under our conditions, work
ing of cour e with the dry 
eaa a l' 
• 1 ' ' s ight decrea
se in the Clerget value eemed always to re-
~ t wh en the exc s of clarifying agent became too large. As 
1 as stated previously, however, no benefit is 
derived from a 
arge exces of lead , a maximum clarification being obtained when 
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a certain comparatively small excess is added, and the figures 
for the lerget result obtained under these conditions agree verY 
w 11 with those obtained with ordinary clarification , even -with 
syrupa. 
The experimental· error of the new method· is considerably 
lower than that with the ordinary one, in tlrnt ·the clarification 
is better, and therefore more certain and definite readings can · 
be obtained. Moreover, the r esults obtained not only conform 
with those from the ordinary method, but also with each other. 
I t was inter e&ting to study the i~fluenc of the presence of 
th lead chloride in the inverted solution. As will be seen 
from Tables III, IV and V no sp cial change in the CJerget 
values could b found due to this cause. 
A useful addition to the prO'Cess was the employment of zinC 
dust to decolorize the inverted (acid) solution. In no case did 
we find this to introdu e error into the results, while we were 
enabled in this ·way to increase the accuracy in polarizing the 
invert solution enormously. 
In Table VII will be found a record of a number of analyses 
of mola es, syrups, -etc., by both methods, showing the close 
agreement between the r esults obtained. As the results agr6'.3 
well on syrups where the ordinary method of clarification is 
sufficient, it may be said that the results with excess of lead on 
molasses are probably more accurate than those from the or· . 
din ary clarification, as here the error in reading the dark solu· 
tion of the ordinary m thod is ?ften· fairly large. 
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TABLE VII. 
ORDINARY METHOD NEW METHOD 
Description 
i:: i:: ~ 
of Sample .s 
., 
.s () z ~ z ID ... ., ., 
IS 5 IS 5 
Syrup A.. 
·· ······ ··· ·· ·········· · 
N 53.17 N 52.83 
Syrup B . 2 
2 
... ... . ······ ········· ... 








.. .. .. .... ····· ··· ···· · .. 




......... ... .......... N 39.1.G N 37.68 
A1:oJasses 
2 2 




····· .. .... ........... 




............ ... ....... 
N 40.46 N 40.0 
Molasses 
1 1 
D .... . ..... ....... .. : .. N 28.0 . N 28.0 
A1:o\asRPR 
2 2 
E ..... ... . ....... . . . . .. N 28'.15 N ? . . 51 
A1:olasses 
2 2 




...... .... ... .. . ... . N 38.70 N 3 .55 
---=---
2 2 
ci 1The rn et
hod of inversion used wa a mo iification of the offi-
tha one of the· A. O. A. C. (6). · Fifty c . of the pl trate after e cl 'fi tni . ari ication are taken, and 5 cc. cone. H 1 added. After 
te~lng, the flask is heated in a water bath at 70° The 
111• Perature of the flask ·hould rea<Jh 67°-69° w
ithin 21;2 to 3 
th~nute ' and the flask solution b-0uld r emain at this temperature 
hea:~•ftei· for 7-71/2 minutes, making a maximum total time of 
the ~ng of 10 minutes. Thereupon the fla k is quickly cooled to 
~erature of reading the single polarization (20° . if 
< s) Bun. 107 (Rev. ) Bureau of Chemls~ry, Washington, D. C. 
po . ible) and polarized. 
formula: 
. " Sucro.~e is calculated by the. follow1n., 
S = 100 (P-I) 
142.66 - t 
2 
._, = 'Ye Sucrose. 
P = Direct rea :Jing. 
I = Invert reading. 
t = Temperature. 
Jn conjun ·ti on with thi , for accm atc work, the modified 
fac tors given by H erzfeld must be u ed, the factors ·changing 
with th e con centrati on of the sugar in solution. Th following 
i ' H erz feld 's table : 
T ABLE VIII. 
.., 
~ ~ 
... !:! ... ~ 
., "' G ra ms ugar p r 100 CL'. gj,~ ~g ~8 
Grams " ugar PLr 100 cc. 
~o u ------------'-----'-'----------7~ 
1 . . ... . . : . . ....... .. .. . 
2 .. .. . . .........•...• • . 
3 .... .. ..... .. . .. . . .... . 
4 . .. ..• . .•.•.. .. •.•••.• 
5 ........ . ............ . 
6 ... . .....•• . ..•.. . . •.. 
7 ...... . ......... . .. . . . . 
9 ... . ....... . ......... · 1 





142. l 2 





142.53 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 142.59 
12 ... " . ....• : . . . . . . . . . . . 142.66 
13. . ... . ......... . ... . .. 142.73 
14 ........ . ... . .. . .. . . . . 142 .79 
15 . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 86 
16 .. .. ...... .. .. .. .... .. a ~!i:gs 
1
17 ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . oo 
18... . ... . . .. . . ... .. . . .. ~:~ · 01 
l 19.. .. .. . .. .... .. .. .. ... '15 20 .... . ...•... . •. . :· .•. . . ,~ 
lf tl1e 1·i inal ~ r t m thod of heating be followed, ill 
whi ch th e fla. ·ks are heated 15 minutes in .a water bath, th" 
tE:m peratur ri ~iu O' slo\\ ly fmd attaining 6 ° C. at the end of ~c 
] 5 minute p r iod, th e fa ctor is ] 44 for solution reading 80° ·• 
in a 200 mm. tu c , and has be n hown by Deerr (7) to var'! 
11 c ording to th following table: 
17) Bu]!. 31, H awaii (1910) 
bircct Reading in 20 c. 
tube. 
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Dir ct Rrndlng in ~o cc. 
tube. 
f I . 
50 ..... • ..... • 
45 ... ...... .. 
40 ........ . .. . 
35 .. . ...... . .. .•....... . . 
30 ......•.. .............. 
25 ......•....•...•....... 
2o .... : . .... . .. . ........ . 
15 .......... . ........ . .. . 
1 0 .. . .... . ... . ...... . .. . . 
5 ..... ... •...•. ... .... . . 
143.3 









The error introduc d by avoiding th i,, correction i ~ u ually 
about two or thre t enth per c . t and i therefore well within 
the experimen tal error, hut .in all accurate work. of cour3e, it may 
not be omitted. 
S l\IMARY. 
'l'he m thods of analy ·is of molas es in general use in tl1i5 
·C:ountry r omm nd th u~e of no excess or at mo t a li o-ht ex-
·Ccss_ of J. ad in clarification , and in thi way often very imperfect. 
· c~arificati on is obtained. Often an xc s i employed of n~ce:i­
i:.ity, " 'ith ut means bein o- tak n to eliminate th error du to this 
·~Xcess . Bett r r esults are yi ,,ld cl wh en, following Tervooren, a 
~Uf'ficienll)' Jar e xce- i u d to bring about a maximum clar-
·ifieation r.ncl cl ~oloriZation. With . u h a l rge exc , h wever, 
t·he influ en e of the volume o upi ed hy the le::id pr :!ipi tate i ~ 
Probnbly consid rab~ c nd Deerr e! i1L..ate · the error thus pro-
·duced by u ing soluticns cf high · dilution ( ixth normal ) rnd 
Polatizino- in long tubes ( 60 cm. ) . Thi · method i how ver, im-
Practical for sugar-hou.,e work in Loui i3na as well as being 
.sortewbat k cl . h . .. . t tl ·. aw . war in :rny ca e. not r way to e.1mma e 
s ·b ~nfluen e· of the lead precipitat i by th u e of dry' lead 
' ~ acetate clarifi tion , and ". have u~ d Tervoor n's princip~ e ~ 01ng With this clarification method with vcrv ati factorv re-'"U t J • 
t s. In th methcd w devii;:ed, an excess of dry lead is added 
· 
0 
the half norm:il molas s solutio~ snd after filt rin(7 the ex-
38 
cess of lead is removed by adding approximately the right 
amount of dry :finely powdered oxalic acid. After filtration the 
well decolorized, lead-free liquid i' polarized, single and Clerget. 
It was found that too great an excess of lead should be avoided, 
as the Clerget result falls 1ightly after a certain exce s has been 
r eached. The maximum decolorization, however, i produced by 
an exce s which is too small to affect foe Clerget result in this 
way. Our results confirmed also those of previous investigators 
in ·how:ing the increase :in polarization bro11ght about by excess 
of lead :in alkaline olution, ana al o :in showi~g that the normal 
polarization is u ually r estor d by acidifying the solution. 'fhe 
u e of small quantities of zin dust in decolorizing dark inyerted 
· solutions is r ecommended. In conjunction with the method ad-
vanced above, the :factor for Clerg t d termination should be 
P'Odifi.ed for varying concentrations of sucro c according to the 
tables ~iven. 
It i , of course, assumed in all Clerget analy is that the 




The Effect of Urea and l:ktaine on th e R ate of In-
version of . Sucrose by H ydrochlo ric Acid. 
(The .Andrlik urea method of polarization for cane products.) 
(WM. E. CROSS AND w. G. T AGGART.) 
In the ordinary Clerget determination .of true sucrose in 
molasses and other low sugar products there is one source of 
enor Which has so far not been circumvented: the fact that the 
si~gle polal·ization is taken in neutral, the invert polarization in 
acid solution. · . · 
The error is caused by the effect of the acid on substances 
oth_er than the sucrose originally present in the molasses; and 
as iu cane products large proportions of invert ugar are pres-
~nt besides the ordinary n·on-sugars, tbis error is probably greater 
ii et·e than with beet products. For beet molasses Andrik (1) 
';s recommended taking the . i'ngle polarization in acid solution 
0 
the sam concentration as in the invert reading, the inversion ~f th e sucrose at ordinary temperature being prevented for a 
ew minutes by the addition of urea or betaine. P ellet (2) rec-
~mmends thi . method also for cane pro luct , and \Ye have there-
ore been led to inve tigate the method from the cane standpoint. 
t In the fir. t experiments th e r tar ~ing action of b taine was s lldied I . . .-
t 1 · n th o e cas.e 50 c . of a normal ucro e oluhon was t~ \Cn, 5 C . lICl (sp. gr. 1.18) add d and the mixture diluted 
1 l OO cc. and the faU in polarization on standin"' (at 289() mea ·-ired I t.l 
c · . n 1e sec n 1 case, 50 cc. of n ormal sucrose olution, 10 \\~· of a solu tion con taining 5 cc. HCl (. p. g. 1.1 ) +5g. betaine, 
b rnaa · f 11 < up to 100 c . and polarized. Th re ult · 'Yere as O OWs : 
---(l) Z It (2) I sch Zuctce rlnd Bohm. 31, 417 . 
. s. J . 13, 206. 
Time 
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, TABLE I. 
A 
Sucrose + 5 % HCl 
Polariza tion 
r< 2s • c.J II(26 ° C.) 
24.5 24.5 
24.1 24.2 
23 .7 24.0 
23.4 23.7 
22.95 23.5 
22 .5 23.0 
22.0 22.2 
21. 22.6 
21.4 22. 3 
21.0 21. 
20.7 21.5 
20 .4 21.3 
20. l 21.0 
19 .8 20.7 
18.5 19.5 
17.0 l .5 
B 
Sucrose + 5 % HCl + 5o/o 
betain. 
Polarizfl tlon 
1 (28 ° C. ) II ( 2 • C.) 
2 4.~ 24.5 
24.0 24.3 
23.6 2 4:0 
23.2 23 .6 
22.ls 23.3 
22 .5 23.0 
22 .1 22.7 










The valu in exp riments AI and BI were plotted, and gave 
th curve hown in Fig. I. 
From thes value it is apparent that at the temperature 
m:ed (2 ° .) th b taine was almo. t ntirely without retarding 
action on th inv rsion of the sucro e. · imilar exp rimeots were 
carried out with urea. Th solution containing urea contained 
50 cc. normal ucrose solution, + 10 cc. of a solution containing 
(in 10 c) 5 cc. H 1 (sp. g. 1.1 ) +5g .. urea in 100 cc. 'l'hO 
o_ther ~olution contained 50 c. normal ·ucro solution + 5 cc. 
H 1 ( p. g. 1.18 ) in 100 cc. (i. e., 1vithout the· urea). The fall 
in polarization of thes olutions wa · al o followed out at 28° G. 
4 1 
FJG. I. 
Rott. of lrwer&tOI\ of Sue'"°'" b':I HCf { 5 7.) with Ol\d without 
6etail\e. . t. • 28"C 
25 
24 
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Sucrose + 5% HCl 
Polarization 
I (28° C.) II (26 ° C.) 
24.5 24.5 
24.1 24.2 








20. 7 21.5 





The value obtained in experiments 
and gave curve as in Fig. II 
,( 
Sucrose + 5% HCl + 
5% urea 
Polarlzatlon 


























Rate." ~( lrwcr~iQt\ of Suc.f"O!>(. b~ HC t( st.I_ will-. ond wotl>oul 











1 o 15 20 ' 2 5 .J 
Minut .. 
It is seen that urea r tard the inversion to some xtent, but 
that this r tardation is insufficient to allow of the single polari· 
za ti on being obtain ed before th e inversion sets in. Some es:peri· 
men t on th is point gave re ults shown in Table III. 
T ABLE Ill. 
-
c: 
B Y URE A. METH~O 
., 
., £ ., ID 
bii ~ 0 ... Subs tance ., C N Cl. . (] w·r: .... 0 ., 
., _g ~ "' ta c'l ::> 0 s ., 
'-'1< "' 
... 
f:-1 (ii !'.:; 5 p ~ 
Sucrose I 25.00 2 4.7 
1 · 
4 mlns. 
II 25.00 24.6 4 mlns. 
Sucros a nrl lnvert sugar I 3 .3 as.o ) 2 mlns . } 39.6 39 .84 II 38.3 37.95 1.5 mlns . 
III 38.4 5 38.0 3. 5 mlns . 
IV 38.3 38.01 l. 6'mlns. 
The Cler()' t value O'iv n showe l th lower lerget results 
obtained by the urea method, dne to the single pola rization by the 
urea method being too low. 
. All th e exp riments were carried ont at 28° . because anY 
method :for th analy i of cane mola .e must be practicaple at 
thi s tempera ture, the ordinary tcmperatur of working in cane 
countrie. . To see how :far the method might be ·applicable at 
low r temperatur s, l:ww ver, a s r:ies of obs rvations were made 
on the rat of inv r ion with and without ur a, at 20°. The 









F (7. III. 
Rote of .Inversion of SucrMe b~ HCl (sf.} ... ithc:."d ,..,thout 
Ureo t. 2.0°C 
0 5 10 20 25 30 
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T AB.LE IV. 
I (t = 20° .) 
Sucrose + 5% HCl Time Polarization 
Sucrose + 5% I:ICl 
+ 5% Urea 
Polarization 
I ·II III I II Ill 
After 2 mins ......... 62.9 52.5 b2.5 52.6 
il.5 .. . ....... . 52.5 
3 
········· 
62 .0 62'.2 52.4 
3.5 .. . ... .. ... 52.6 
4 ......... 51.5 
5 ...... ... 51.6 52.4 52.0 52.4 52.35 
6.5 .. .. . ...... 51.3 .. · . 
7 ......... .51.9 51. 6 62.36 52.3 
7.5 .. ......... 51.0 
8 ......... 51.8 51.4 
9 . .. ...... 50.7 . .. 52.05 
.. 10 . .. ..... . 51.6 51.0 52.1 52.0 
.. 11 ......... 60.6 60.95 51.95 
.. 11.5 .. .... ... .. . bl.85, 
.. 12 .. ... . ... 50.2 51.9 
.. 13 ......... 60.l 51.1 50.5 
14 ......... 50.3 51. 7 
.. 15 .. ... .. .. 49.7 50.5 50 .1 51.4 51.G5 
.. 20 ..... .... 49.4 50.1 49.1 50.6 61.0 
.. 25 ......... 48.7 47.1 48.2 49 .9 50.5 --Plo~ted values. of experiments A (III ) and B (II ) given ju 
Fig. III. 
Thus it is apparent that even at the comparatively low teJII' 
perature. of 20° . the inversion sets in before sufficient tirne 
ha lap ed to allow of the sinO'l polarization beng m asured. 
Solution 
Pure ucros 
Sucrose 96 % 
Inv rt sugar 4 % 
TABLE v. 







































10 m in. 
4 min. 
7 min. 
9 m in. 
10 min. 
·\ 4 min. 
7 min. I 
9 min. I 












. Result of analyses at 20° C. of sugar solutions by the or-
dinary and the urea method are given in Table V. It is seen that ~le single polarization by the ui·ea method is always too low, · 
ue to partial inver ion of the sucrose, and that the lerget ~lt . J s are also too low in consequence. The results of Table V 
a so e:Uphasize. the importance of the time el ment; if the ingle 
Polarization of the :first solution were taken after 4 minutes it 
:vould be 99.11 , if in 7 minutes, 98.56 and the lerget re ults · 
re modified accordincrly. 
lJ 'l'hus it is shown that the r tarding influence of Betaine and 
8 r~a on tlle rate of inver ion of sucro e · only light at 2 ° 0., 
0
11 
even at 20° C., and therefore that analytical method ba eel 
'
ll this retarding influence annot be accurately applied in cane \'Ork. 
CHAPTER VI. 
The D1'rect Determinatio n of Sucro~e rn Prese;nce 
o.f Reducing Sugars. 
(Wl\I. E. CRO s and W. G. TAGG.\.RT.) 
ene 'I'he Probl m of the direct d termination of ucro e in pre -
e of red . llnfo ucin g sugars has occupied chemist for many year , 
rtunateJ . 1 . 
'rh ' .Y wit 1out sue e. fol i ue. 
l·ae,; be lerg t oe inversion m thod give re~ult of good accu-
"' llt it i d'ffi l 1 k h thne b . 1 cut to execute proper y, and al o ta ·e muc 
usecl · eing Perhaps th mo t difficult and lengthy determination in suga, l fore th l - 1ousc control work. The gr t advan age, there-dete~in · at Would be found in a hort direct method of ucro e llniv~r 111ttion in produ ts containing reducing sugars ha b n 
dii·eeti a ly acknowledged, but despite much re earch in this 
on no su h method ha-s ·as y t been worked out sati factor-
48 
ily. Tbe l ine of attack m inly adopted has been that first pro· 
po ed by Dubrunfaut (1), which consist d in destroying t}ie 
· redu cing sugars with alkalie , and determining the su crose left 
in the sol~tion by direct polarization. Dubrunfaut laimed that 
the products of the action of alkalie on th redu ing sugars were 
opti ally inactiv , but Pellet (2) and others maintained that 
the activity of the r ducing. ugars wa · not entirely destroyed by 
·Dt1brunfaut s method. l\Iu h other work wa arried out bJ' 
Koydl (3) J e ser (4) and otliers with th id ea of perfcctini1. 
·ubrunfaut s method, but they ·were nn ti ccessful in. their at· 
tempt ·. Experiments in anoth r dir ction wer mad by Boden· 
bend r (5 ) , ·who ought to cl termin c colorimctrically the amount 
of r ecl ucina sug r de troy cl , by measuring the olor of th allia· 
line o]uti n·. This ncv r claimed much att ntion, howe\'er. 
1\Iore recentl;, Jolies (6) re ommcnded a modification of Dubrunf 
faut 's method for products containing two or thre per cent 
0 
reducing ugars only, but this method met with corisidera~le 
. -riti ·i m. Th n followed an articl by Lemehmd (7) in wlucb 
till anoth ' r modification was r commend cl. Jn a r cent paP~r 
( ) Lemel.:rncl and Pell et su bmittecl an improvement of th13 · 
rnethcd, for which v ry ac urate. r ults w re claim d with JllO-f •le 
la s. and other ugar-hou products. In a still l::tt r ar 1" d 
(9) P llct, Fribourg and Bohain publ ish fu r thet• r suits obta ined 
lJy this m thocl, on cane imd molas , whi ch show very goo 
.agr ernrn.t "ith th r ults from the inver ion method. 
The new method of P ll t and Lemeland i as follows (S? : 
"( l ) Make a soluti on of th e cane mola sse that will contaifl 
.· 
pJe, 
at mo t 5 p r ent of reducing su "'ar . (For exarn 
. uppose tl e mola s contain 40 per cen t of su ~rose, 
an l 15 p r c nt of reducing ugars, 30 grms.' in 100 c~ 
or 6 grm . in 200 cc. houlcl b u ed.) (2) l\feasil 
50 cc. of th is solution into a 300 cc. fl ask, add 7.5 cC· 
(1) Comptes. R ndus, 32, 439. 
UC. Ind., 4, 203. 
( 2) Bu ll. Assoc. C him. Suer., 8, G23. 
(3) Oestr. Ung. Z It., 29; 381. 
( 4) 0 !!tr. Ung. Z It., 27, 35. 
( 5) D u t. Zuck erlnd., 9, 13 02. 
(G) Z It. nters. N hr. Genussm:, 20, 631. 
{7) JI. Pharm. Chim., 2, 298. · ( ) I. . J ., 13, 616 . 
.( 9) I . S. J., n 1 1. 
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of sodium hydroxide ( 36° Be. ), then 75 cc. of hydrogen 
p roxide (12 vols.) , and 60 cc. of wat r. (3) Mix and 
pla the .flask in ·a · boiling \rnter bath for 20 minute . 
. (4) Cool, neutralize the r maining alkalinity fairly ex-
actly with acetic acid, and lefecate with ba ic lead 
acetate solution (36° Be.), the amount of which n ces-
sary will be found to vary from 15 to 40 cc. accord-
inrt to t11e weight of th material t ak n, th amount of 
l'edu cing sugars destroy ed, and the impurities initially 
containec in th e li quid. (5) ompl te th volume to 
300 cc., mix well and filt r . Polarize directly in the 
· 200 or 400 tu be. '' 
Rnowing th eonsidera.ble importanc of such a dirnct rn thod, 
especially tor the qui ck valuation of molas e in ugar-house con-
trol Wo1'k we und ertook to t e t out this method to di cover 
~hether it, could be adopt d and r ecommended for routine wotk. 
Ur re ults w r e not satisfactory. In spite of ·much effort, and 
V~ry carrful. attenli n to th e cl tails of th metl:i od, we were only 
ll.J]e to obtain result like th e £o11owing : 
SarnpJ . 
ucro e Sucrose 
Cl rg t P 1, llet-Lemela nd. 
SYru.., 
Syru~ . . .. . . .. , .. , .. •. ...... , , • , .. . .. . , • . . .•... . 
Syrup: : · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • · · · • · · · · · 
Syru . ...... .. . ........ . , .•....•..... , ..•.... 
SYru P · · · · · ' · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ~> ><< 
53.17 49.9i 
39.97 37 .9ll 
46.7 2 42.22 





3 .70 27.20 
53.17 49. ~0 
~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~ 
Exp · • g rnr. e'nts with mixtur dextrc e and )evulo:><l 







T ABLE II. 
ucros 
P ell t-Lemeland. 
37.31 
2 .2 4 
23.40 
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The re ults here given were confirmed by many succeeding 
experiments and went to show that the method of Pellet and 
Lemeland did not yield accurate re ults on,. mola ses, syrups, etc. 
Owing to the importance of such a method, if such a one 
could be devised, for su"'ar-house ·work, we proceeded further 
in tJ1e direction of modifying the method of Pellet, with the 
hope of getting b tter result . 
Our next exp r:im nts w re carried out to see whether chang· 
ing the time of b ating would give better results. No greater 
accuracy could be obtain d in this way, howev r. One sarnple, 
• for instanc , of true sucrose cont nt (by Clerg t) 25.97, gave 
23.4 by the P llet Lemeland after 10, 15 and 20 minutes heat· 
ing. The temp rature of heating was n xt modified. An arti· 
ficial mixture of sucrose, dextrose and fructose ( Clerget 38.47) 
gave 30.92% by the Pellet-Lemeland method, 36.92 when the 
temperature of beating was 70° 0., but when the temperature 
was r educed to 55° ., a result of 38.48o/c was obtained. Sev· 
cral xperim nts following thi confirmed the fact that by beat· 
ing at 55° ., :instead of 100° ., as P llet recommend , reliable 
results could · be obtain~d . 
'l'able III gives •Some results obtained with dilutions, etc., 
imilar to Pell ts. A solution of 100 · "'· molasses in water up 
to 400 cc. wa. made, and 50 cc. of this was taken, in a 250 cc. 
fla k and to this wa added 6.3 cc. Na on of 36° Beaume, 75 CC· 
H 262 (10 ) and 50 cc. di till d water. The flask wa immersed 
in a water bath (at 55° 0.) for 20 minutes. The cooling, neu· 
tralizin"', tc., was arri d out a in Pellet'. method. 
T ABLE III. 
Name of Sucrose sucrose 
Sample. Cl rg t. Direct. 
JII!xturc of Sucrose, Dextros , L~vulose. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38.65 38·48 
yrup.. ........... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54.9 1 54,35 
Syrup...................................... 53.06 52.ss 
yrup...................................... 37.86 3g.48 
yrup .. ............... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38.32 39,00 
Op n Kettlo Molass s.. .... .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 40.98 42.1
2 
l\Io lasscs..... .............................. 30.11 28.60 
::uotass s. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27 .93 2s.60 
l\Iolasses ............. : . .... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28.08 2s.GO ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-----
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We next sought to eliminate the extreme dilution the Pellet 
lllethod entails. In this we were succe sful, as with the new 
temperature of heating, a dilution which made the :final reading 
only half normal (no;mal in 400 cc. tube, in which the. solutions 
Were easily readable) was found to be practicable and to give 
accurate ~esults. 
'rhe foll~wing is tl~ e method as finally modified by us: 
Normal weight of product is weighed into a 100 cc. :flask1 the 
sol t' u ion filled up to mark, and 50 cc. thereof transferred to an-
other 100 cc. flask, where 6.3 cc. sodium hydroxide solution (36., ~3), 7.5 cc. hyd;rogen peroxide (30% by weight, 100.% by volume) 
18 
added. · Careful cooling is necessary to prevent a too yiolent 
efi'ervescence, and ether from a dropping bottle can be used to 
advantage in preventing excessive foaming. Cooling in cold 
Water, or ice, is helpfRl in moderating the .sometimes vigorous 
re· t' k ac ion. After effervescence has almost stopped the flask is 
. ept immersed in a water bath at 55° C. for 20 minutes. There-
upon the liquid is cooled, made slightly acid with acetic a.cid and 
rna~e up to mark. After clarification with dry lead ubacetate 
a~d . filterin g, the solution is polarized. If polarization takes 
~ ~~e in a 400 cm. tube the perecntage sucrose is read off directly; 
rv ile the use of 200 cm. tube entails multiplication of the 
0;ading by two. The solution obtained in all cases, at the end 
the operation, are almost colorless and quite clear and bright. 
ni ~onsiderable latitude is permissible in the concentration and 
thet od of working used. In Table IV, for instance, 52 gms. of 
fil~ ~arnple were weighed o~t, into a 100 cc. flask, which was 
in ~h up to mark, and 25 cc. of this in a 100 cc. flask was used 
V e Process (making a final solution half normal) . In Table 
. a~do~ the other hand, a three-fourth normal s~lution was made, 
hig . t~ cc. of this used in a 100 cc. flask in the method, so mak-
con ~ final solution three-eighths normal. Probably the most 
Ven1ent · · 
cc f . way is to make up a normal solution, and to use 50 g~r~ this in a 100 cc. flask for the. destruction' of reducing su-
' etc. . . 
I J 
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Syrup....... . .. . ........... . . . .... .. ....... . . .. .... .. 53.17 
Syrup..... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53 .00 
Syrup ............... .. .................. .. ....... . .. . 31.87 
Syrup. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54.99 
Op n K ettl Molasses......... . ............... . .. ..... 40.98 
Mola!<ses.... ... ...... .. ..... . .. .. .. ........... . . . . ... 27 .93 
Mo\ass s .... . .... ... . . ....... . .. . .. . .......... . ...... . 28.08 
Syrnp .. . ............................. . ..... . ......... 43.43 
Syrup............................... . ............... . 52 . ~0 
1\'.folass s.............. .. ........................ ..... 35.70 
Mo lass s ............. . .............. .... .......... . . " 26.13 
T ABLE v. 
Product. 
Syrup ......... ... .. : ........... ... .................. . 





















40 .00 Molasses .....•.......... .. .. . ......... . .............. 





MolR.sses ...... ....... ........... . .... . ..... . .. .. .. . . . 
39.30 38·40 
Molasses ........... . ... . .... '.............. . ...... . ... '29.70 z9.30 ~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-----
Molasses ... . ..... . .... . ... .. ....... . ...... . ......... . 
Tb r ults obtained by this m thod have b en found to be re· 
li able and we fe 1 that we an off r it a a ub titute fo r the Cle~ 
get method in . ugar-hou e work in rtain ca es. It could be use! 
for the analysis of yrups an d mola. scs in sugar-house coutro' 
esp cinlly in e timating the amount of sugar in low-grade pro· 
duct like hot-room goods, as .a very good value for actual sucrose 
pr . ent is thus obtained. 
W are ontinuiug the work on other saccharine products, 
oJJl· to det rrnin and d velop the uecfulne s of the method iu c 
mercia l work. . Jt 
Th pro pects of the appli cation f the m thod to d1fficll 
analytical. problems, like the det rmination of levan, raffinose, 
etc., ar also being investigated. 
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CHAPTER VJI. 
The Acidity of Raw Cane Sugars. · 
d The measurement of the alkalinity or acicl.ity of raw sugars 
does not l'ec ive much attention in sugar analy is, ancl yet this 
1 etcrmination is an important one for many reason ; p articu-
.arly because the r eaction of sugar has an important b aring on 
its keeping qualiti e during storag . For beet ugars in the cool-
e~ European ountrie th usual r commendation is that uaae 
~ 0nld be made alkalin to prcv nt d terioration during torage ; 
Indeed, it is often tatcd that slightly alkalio ugar;; will keep for 
!rtonths without los if othee conditions are favorable. With 
;~ne sugars in moi t and tropical c1imate , .on the other hand, 
le case may well be different and the fact that no very definite 
up· . ' 
inion one way or the other is obtainable goes to how that this 
aspect of the question is well worthy of study. Indeed if a check 
Were k th e~t by our h mist on the degree of acidity as w ll as on 
. e keeping qualities of raw sugars, valuable information might 
1n th· is way b a ·cumulated. 
t The measurement of the 1 gr e of acidit is, however , a mat-
er of c .d b ons1 erabl e diffi culty, as the end point is often ob cured 
f y the color of th e raw ugar in solution . The que tion Jias been or rn 
ciaJJ ~ny Years the subj ect of attention here and there, e pe-
" Yin Germany, where sugar must be marked "alkaline" or p~ot alkaline" for ·el ling purpos s. method wa devi ed by 
cl ~f. Herzfeld, some year a o, which, bow ver. only made the 




~1 on this ubj t showed that the m th d wa more ex ct 
acl at fh ·t be n uppo. ed. 
cati·The method I adopted after many exp rim ent wa a moclifi-
' on of ti 
obtai ie Herzfeld method for beet ugar , and the results 
orclinn ,d Went to how that in this way the degree of ·acidity of 
Of c aiy l'aw sugars could be obtained with a fair ac ·uraey. 
dark ourse, low-grade sugar offer mor diffi ulty, owing to the 
apnr c~lor of their solutions, o that here the r ult are more 
"' oxi rna te · 
'l'b . 
ll1ent e niethod h re given is appli able equally to the measure-
·that i~n the ha is o.f "cc. acidity" or per cent lime equivalent, so 
can be us d ither way, according to preference. 
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ExPERIMENTAir--PREPARA.TION OF RE.A.GENTS. 
Phenolphtkalei?i.__:_One part pure phenolphthalein in 30 pa~ 
I 
90 per cent alcohol. . · · 
Neutral water.-One or two cc. phenolphthalejn to each Iitet . 
pure, fre hly boiled djstilled water. Then some of the standard 
alkali (made a below) is added, . just sufficient to produce a 
plajnly visible pink tinge. This should be prepared some hour& 
before use, and not be kept more than two or three days. 
Acid.-(a) (If re ults are to be r ckoned as per cent CaO) 
178.5 cc. n sulphuric acid made up to 5 liters ( i. e., n ) 
-10 280 
1 cc. is equivalent to .0001 g. CaO . 
(b) (If re ult are to be reckoned as "cc. alkalinity")-
200 cc. n sulphuric acid made up to 5 ;titers ( n ) 
10 . 250 
1 cc. is equivalent to .04 cc. alkalinity. 
Alkali.-(~) (Results r ckoned as per cent CaO). 
178.5 cc. n NaOH to liters. 1 cc. = .0001 g. Cao. 
10 
(b) (Re ults reckoned as "cc .. acidity")-
200 cc. n NaOH to 5 liters. 1 cc. = .04 cc. alkali. 
10 
The acid should be. checked against the alkali. 
TITRATION. 
For orlinary raw sugars•, 10 gr~ . should be dissolve~ in: 
neutral w~ter, and the solution made up to 200 cc; The titratl~ 
with the alkali is best carried out in a large Erlenmeyer :fl el 
over white paper. t After a little practice the end point, indica~ 
by a di tinct pink tinge of the liquid, is fairly easily dist~ 
gui hable. In an accurate titration the pink color will disaPP8 
where one or two cc. of the acid are added . . 
st~ 
•The description here given Is tor acid sugars. Allcallne sugars rnu • 
course be titrated against the acid. 
tBY some, however, titration In a porcelain d ish Is preferred. 
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Parallel or triple titrations should be made, and if sufficient 
Practice has enabled one to note the ~nd-point correctly, the 
\'alues obtained for the same sugar will agree very well. 
. F'or darker sugars more water should be used, 10 grms. sugar ~n 500 cc. being a convenient dilution. If the sugars are very 
ark, the accuracy of the determination is only approximate. 
:F'or result~ in terms of per-cent CaO the n olutions ~ust be 
280 
Used, When 1 cc. requi~·ed = .001 per cent CaO. equivalent. See 
eta:n:iple I. For results in terms of "cc .. acidity" the n solutions 
250 
s;:ul? be used, when the number of cc. required multiplied by · 
· giV'es the "cc. acidity." See example II. 
. I. 
EXAMPLES. 
First Sitgar, Desfrehan Plantation, Louisiana. 
10 grms. dissolved in 200 cc. neutral water. 
Titrated against n NaOH. 
280 
·Titration (a) 14.5 cc. required. 
(b) 15.5 cc. required. 
(c) i5.0 cc. required. 
Mean 15.0 cc. 
Acidity= .015 per cent CaO (equivalent), or .53 cc. 
acidity. 
II. ci 
oeconds, f1·oni "Bessie K." Plantation, Loiiisiana. 
Darker color. 
10 grms. dis olved in 500 cc. neutral water. 
'ritrated against n aOH. 
Titration 
250 
(a) 23 cc. required. 
(b) 25 cc. r equired. 
24 cc . Mean 
.A . J• 
Clci1ty = .96 cc. acidity, or .027 per cent CaO 
alent ) . 
(eq11iv-
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lll. Raw B et S11gar (Germany) . 
10 grms. dis olved in 200 cc. neutral water. 
The solution had an easily discernible pink tinge, which was 
removed by 1 cc. of tbe n acid. 
280 
Sugar was slightiy cilkaline. 
With th help of this method tbe acidity of a s~ries of repre· 
sentative su<,.ars was determined. It wa. found that with the 
exception of the "beet sugar mentioned, all were acid to a greater 
or 1 ss degree. 
The re ·ults obtained were as :follows: 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS. 
SUGAR. P er Ct. Cao. c. c . .A.clditf• 
Louisiana St1gC11·s-
D estrehan Firsts ... . . .... ... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.015 
!'.lOnds New Orleans Sugar Exchange. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.033 
Gramercy conds ............. . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.056 
Longview Firsts... . ............... .. ...... . .... ... 0.007 
Gramercy Purg d................................. . 0.008 
ncle a m Firsts...... ... ..... .. . .. .. . ............ 0.007 
B Ile H I n Firsts... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.017 
hatsworth Fh·sts . ................ . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . O.OJ.2 
Experiment tatlon Firsts .... .. ... .. ..... ". . ........ 0.026 
Seconds from Sugar Exchange....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.008 
B ssie K. S con js•. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.0 27 
R fined D tsrlornted............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.004 5 
S conds New Orleans Sugar Exchange• .. ........... 0.028 
German B et ..... .... ....... .. .. .................. Just a llcallne. 
E gyptian ugar•............................ . . . . . . . 0.004 
uban ugars• A . .... ..... ........ . .'.. ........... 0.016 
B.................................. 0.015 
From an Manu 1•.. ....... ................ ... .. . . 0.025 
Nueva Luisa•.................... . . . . • . . . . . . 0.012 
TlnguA.ro•........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.025 
Nueva Paq.•..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.035 
M r·c dlta•................................ . . .0.022 
an Antonio•...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.023 
San Ignauo• .... .. .............. . •...... :... 0.021 
haparra•................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.025 
onchlta ................. ,' ... .... . . : . . . . . . . . 0.23 


























. h dated 
.All the . ugars were new, except the Egyptian, wh1c 
from the 1903 eason. 
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I t is thus seen that the acidity of raw ugar varies within 
Wide limits, and this is, of course, due to the method of manu-
facture used. It is entirely within the manufa turer' power to 
l'llake his sugar more or less acid, o that when it is known what 
degree of acidity or alkalinity is be t to prevent deterioration, 
sugars can be mad accordingly. 
Only a large amount of data, however, 1''.ill determine the 
relation between acidity and deterioration of cane ugar; and, 
although the method and re ults here given on)y attain a mod-
erate der.ree of accuracy, yet they may be of reliable service in 
1Jccuml1lating these data. · 
CH APTE R VIII. 
Notes on Sour Cane. 
l" 'I'he working of fe rmented cane is a subject upon which very 
tittle information i obtainable, and this is no doubt due no less 
0 
the gr at difficulty of the problem than to the fact that in 
~tost cane-growing countrie. frozen cane trouble seldom pre ·ents 
1 Self. 
b As soon as ane is frozen it is at the mercy of the multitude of 
acteria l · h · 
111 w 11c prey upon ac harine liqu
ids.. The fermentation 
to a~ set in sooner or later, and be more or le s evere, ac ording 
l\"' t 
1
e severi ty of t he freeze and the weather aft r the freeze. 
lOSt b . ' 
5Qa l!1 acteria work very slowly if at all at temperature below 
llntil ., so that prolonged cold weather stays the fermentation 
both :more favo_rabl conditions set in. Warmth and moisture are 
or t ' vel'y favorabl' to ba terial action, and o ha ten the deteri-
a IOU of th can . 
ac 'l'her ar sev ral kinds of ba teria in all oils whi h could 
coinpl' h . . 
the · . 18 the de truction of the cane- l.1cro e with ucce s, and 
tat: c is ll o doubt that several . peci hare the work of fermen-iou t d 111 er most ci rcumstances. But the mo t feared action 
m Louisian~ is what is valled the viscoits or m:Ucilaginoits fer-
mentation. In this process, the cane sugar is converted into :\ 
gum, Dextran, and various. other products, including mannitol. 
The bacteria concerned in this action (the leiiconostoc rnesen-
teriocles and other ) are anaerobjc; that is, they thrive best in 
ab ence of air, obtaining thefr oxyg n by deoxidizing the sub-
stances jn solution; in this way a reduction or de-oxidation of 
the colorjng matters is brought about, and the juice becomes 
characteristically bleached. 'l'he same or other species of bac-
teria produce organic acids of several kinds, all of which con-
tribute to the a idity or sourness of the juice. 
Thus the fermented juice possesses the triple characteristic 
of being acid, gummy, and bleached in appearance. 
All the changes brought ·about in the juice during the sour-
ing go to increa · e the difficulty of extracting sugar from the 
Juice. The gums, acids, etc.; are all formed from the sugar 
(and almo t all from the sucrose) of the juice, so that we get in 
the :first place a definite loss of sucrose, and consequent increase 
in purity. Then again the gum it. not removed -by the ordinat1 
clarrn.cation process, but persists in the clarified juice, syrup, 
and mola es, making the working of the juice a matter of great 
difficulty. Thirdly, while the acids .of fermentation,' consisting 
mainly of acetic and lactic acids, can ·of course be neutralized 
by lime, they are not all removed from the juice because their 
lime salts are soluble. Both the gums and the lime salts are 
melas ag nic in character, so that their presence in the syrup 
brings about a serious reduction in ·the amount of sugar tbat 
can be extracted therefrom. 
It follows from this, that when fermentation has proceeded 
beyond a cei·tain stage, the difficulty of working the juice, and 
the much decrea ed yield obtained, will make the economicll1. 
extraction of sugar from the juice impossible. At just what point 
this happen is a hard matter to decide. It depends not onlY 
upon the degree of fermentation, · but on its nature. When tb13 
fermentation is mainly acid it will .be more .easily noticeable 
than when much gum is present. The criteria by '~hich we 
judge th degree of fermentation are thus not only th e acidity, 
but also the gum content of the juice. A third factor is nlsO 
of importance, .and that is the purity. A juice which had an 
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initial purity of 84, say, could be worked at a much greater 
degree of fermentation than one of, say, 70 original purity. 
It would thus be unwise to judge the suitability of cane for 
sugar-making entirely from the acidity. The initial acidity of 
canes varies so much, that it is impo sible to say how much of 
the acidity of a fermented juice is due to fermentation and how 
ln~ch to natural acidity. Moreover, as has been said, a juice · 
"'1th, say, 3 cc. acidity might have had a hlgh initial purity and 
80 be now of, say, 70 purity, or it could have had a low purity 
at first, and now be too low for working. Taking both the 
. Purity and acidity into consideration, however, one should be 
able to get a good idea of the value of the cane .for sugar-making 
Purposes . 
. The dete~ination of purity, . a comparatively easy matter 
With sweet cane, is sometimes rendered very difficult by fer-
lllentation. This is due to the pr~ence of gum, which is soluble 
!nd not removed by the lead acetate used in the analysis. More-
o:cl', tho specific rotation of dextran is more than three times ~ ~t of ca.ne-sugar, so that the single polarization of a gummy 
~~~e .may be much higher than is justified by the sugar content. 
18 inflated single polarization 1 ads to very false purity values : 
apbI>arent pu:i;ities of 100 aBd over on fermented juices are often 0 t . . 
ained, and these values of course are entirely worthless. To 
~et the true "apparent purity" when the presence of much gum is s · . 
te u~pected, one must therefore employ special methods to de-
c · r:n1ne the polarization of the juice. 'rhe be t method is to pre-~P.itate the gums by means of alcohol. One take the normal 
11 eight of the juice, clarifies with lead subacetate solution in the SUal Wa d 
11 p . c Y, an fills up to 100 ·with 50% alcohol. Or one can, ~l ~ll et• recommends, take 50 ccs. juice, 5 cc. lead subacetate 
th'Uhon, and fill up to 100 cc. with 95 % alcohol. In some cases 
an~ amount of alcohol is insufficient to precipitate all the gums 
iR th a larger proportion of alcohol must be added. The olution 
la . c~ filtered and polarized in the usual way-the single po-
rization b . 
· G eing now unaffected by the gum . · 
On :rn in juices is usually estimated as "alcoholic precipitate." ~lred cc. is concentrated to about one-quarter of its bulk, 
0 l3u11 A. 
· ssoc. Chim., t9, 215. 
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and the concentra te poured jnto about ioo cc. 90% alcohol, 
slightly acidified with hydroch] oric acid. Af ter settling, the pre-
cipitate is filter d off, using a Grooch crucible, washed with 
alcohol, dried and weighed. This estimation is but rarely per-
formed in sugar-him e work, although it might be u ed to obtain 
a d fin ite id a of the gum-content of the juice. 
In conducting the analysi . of juices from sour can es, it is 
advi ab le to keep in mind the fac t that foe bacteria ar e still 
more active in the juices than in the can e, and that in conse-
quence of this very s riou change are li able to occur in the 
composition of some normal juice w]1i ch ar c allowed to stand 
for some time befor e ana]ysis, i. e., for example, in a contin uous 
sampling method by which small samples taken at frequent in-
tervals are mixed together , and the mixtur analyzed every few 
hours. Unless formaldehyde or other antiseptic is added to the 
sample, the f ermentation which takes place while the juice is 
standing in the sample-can is liable to produce serious errors. 
W e have ·een that the acidity te t, tooeth er with a purity test 
by th e modified method if necessary will give us criteria upon 
which to judge the suitability or otherwi ·e of the cane for grind· 
inD'. Turning now to th e tr atm nt of sour juice itself, we ba-ve, 
unfortun ately, no special m~th od of clarifi ation by which the 
gwns, or even th acids produced may be entirely i;emoved frolll 
the juice. ertain precept , h wever, may be followed to enable 
us to reduce th e evil to a minimum. Firstly, the mill and juice-
t au ks around it, hould be kept scrupulously clean; the ferrnen· 
ta tion already begun in th e can e may continue ·with much 
gr ater vigor in t he juice, if unclean conditions prevail , and if 
th e raw juice be allowed to tand any tim before being to sorne 
xten t sterilized by th clarifi cation proccs . 'fh valu e of fi>r!l'l· 
aldehyde af: an antiseptic added (1 part in 5,000 ) to standing 
juice can hardly be overestimated. 
'I'hc u e of so fa to neutral ize th xcc siv acidity of sotir 
juic s ha. been w 11 r commended. 'l'he a idis form ed by t~e 
f rm n tati n giv , with lime, salts whi c11 arc for the most part 
soluble and pre ent right through to the rnola ss -'· As the rnelaS-
sageni c pm., er of such lime salts is gr eater than that o:f the cor-
r . ponding odium alts, there is an obvious advantarr in neu· 
tra l izing some of th excessive acidity with soda. austic soda 
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can be used, but the carbonate is cheaper, asier to handle and 
in other ways more desirable. Or c0urse the necessary amount 
of lime for r emoving the impurities must be added, as soda has 
by no ineans the same purifying action as lime. 
The difficulty in boiling and the stiffne s of syrups, etc., from 
. sour cane comes in large part from t1rn presence of the gums 
Produced by the fe rmentation. There i no )mown way of re-
moving· these gums; it is th erefore all the more nece sary to keep 
down fermentation as far as pos ible from the time the juice en-
tet·s the sugar-house. 
· APPENDIX. 
The following tables are necessary adjuncts of various chap-
ters of the bulletin, but are placed here for convenience. 
(App ndlx to Chapter I .) 
=:-1:: ~;~1 ·::=~~ i~;r ,~.:FR1 ;;~~r~.:.Arb;~; 
-- stanc . s ta nce. I stance. I s ta nce. 
'1l l I 1.3390 4.70 1.34 50 8.70 91 4. 0 51 . 0 92 4. 85 52 . 5 











94 5.00 54 9.00 
95 5.05 55 9.05 
96 5.10 56 9.10 
97 5.20 57 9.20 
9 5.25 58 9.25 
99 5.30 59 9.30 
l. 3340 
41 l.35 II 1.3400 5. 40 
42 1.40 01 5.45 I 
43 l.50 02 5.50 I l! . !II Ii P! 
1
, 
49 1. 90 08 5.90 
2.00 09 6.oo 
1. 3350 
51 ~.05 1.3410 6.05 I 
52 .10 11 6.l 0 
53 2.20 J 2 . 6.20 
54 2.25 la 6. 25 I 
55 2.30 l.4 6.30 I 
56 2.40 1 5 6.40 
57 2.45 16 6.45 
58 2.50 17 6.50 I 
59 2.60 1 6.60 
--..:__ 2.65 19 6.65 
*Ar -
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(Appendix to ·chapter I.) 
TABLE OF DRY SUBSTANCE i:noM REFRACTIVE I NDEX AT 28° C.-Continued. 
lPer Cent.\) Index. Dry Sub-) stp -
1.3360 2.70 
61 . 2.80 
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I 1.3480 I ~1 
81 10.80 
82 10.85 
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(Appendix to Chapter I.) 
T ABLE OF DRY SUBSTANCE FROM REFRACTIVE I NDEX AT 28° C.-Oontinued. 
I I\ I I\ \Per Cent. \) Index. !P er Cent. \ jPer Cent. \ !Per Cent. Dry Sub-11 Index. \Dry Sub- \1 Index. \Dry Sub- Index. Dry Sub-
stance. stance. I stance. I stance. 
1,3600 I I I 
i 
18.35 ! 1.3660 2
1.95 1.3720 25 .45 
I 
1.3780 28.90 01 18.40 .61 22.00 21 25.50. 81 28.95 02 18.45 till 22.05 22 25.60 82 29.0 0 
03 18.50 I 63 22.10 23 25. 65 83 29.05 04 · 18.60' 
! 64 
22. 15 24 25.70 84 29.10 
05 1 .65 65 22.20 I 25 25. 0 85 29.15 06 18.70 66 22.30 26 25.85 86 29.20 07 18.80 
II 
67 22.85 I 27 25.90 87 29.30 08 18.85 68 22. 40 I, 
28 25.95 88 29.35 09 . 18.90 69 22.45 29 26.0 0 89 29.40 
1.3610 18.95 II 1.3670 22 .50 II 1. 3730 26.05 
II 
1.3790 29. 45 
11 19.00 I 71 22.60 
11 
~1 ~6 . 10 91 29.5 0 
12 19.05 I 72 22 .65 32 26.15 92 . 29.60 13 19.10 I 73 22.70 33 26.20 93 29.65 14 19. 20 74 22 .80 34 26.30 II 94 29.70 15 19.25 75 22.85 35 26.35 95 29.75 16 19.30 
I 
76 22.90 36 26.40 
II 
96 . 29.80 
17 19.40 77 22.95 37 26.45 97 29.85 18 19.45 78 23.00 38 26 .50 98 29.90 
·19 19.50 79 23.05 39 26.60 
!! 
99 29.95 
1.3620 I) I 19.60 1.3680 23.10 ( 1.3740 26.65 1.3800 30.00 21 19.65 81 23.15 
'! 
41 26.7,0 u 01 30 .05 22 19.70 I 82 23 .20 42 26. 0 0<1 20 .10 23 19.75 83 23.30 1. 43 i6. 5 03 30.15 24 19 .80 l 84 23.35 44 26.90 04 30.20 25 ' 19.85 85 23.40 I 
45 26.95 05 30.30 26 19.90 I 86 23.45 46 27. 00 06 30.35 · 27 20.vu 87 23.50 4·7 27 .0 5 07 30.40 28 20 .05 
I 88 23
.60 I 48 . Z/.10 08 . 30.45 29 20.10 89 23.65 49 2 .15 09 30.50 
l.3810 30.55 I/ 11 
! 
1.3870 33.90 I 1.3930 37.10 . 1.3990 40.30 30.60 71 33. 95 31 37.15 91 40.35 12 30.65 72 34.uO 32 37.20 92 40.40 13 30.70 73 34 .05 33 27.25 93 40.45 14 30.80 I 74 34 .10 34 . 37 .30 94 40.50 15 lG 30.85 75 34.1 5 35 37.35 ·95 40.60 
17 30.90 
I 
76 34.2 0 36 3 .40 96 40.65 
18 30.95 77 34. 30 37 37.45 97 40. 70 
19 31.00 78 34.35 38 37.50 98 40.75 31.05 79 34.40 39 87.60 99 40.80 
1.3820 31.lo 21 
I 
1.3880 34.45 1.3940 37.65 1.4000 40.85 
22 31.15 81 34.50 41 37. 70 01 40.90 
23 31.20 82 34.55 42 37:75 02 40.95 
24 31.30 83 34.60 43 37. 0 03 41.00 
25 31.3 5 84 34.65 44 37.85 04 41.05 
26 31.40 85 34.70 45 37.90 .05 41.10 
27 31.4 5 86 34.80 46 37 .9 .. 06 41.15 
28 31.50 8'7 34 .85 47 3 .00 07 41.20 
29 31.55 88 34.90 48 ~8.05 08 41. 25 31.60 
·8 9 34.95 49 38.10 09 U.30 
1. 3830 31.65 I U.35 31 1.3890 35.00 1.3950 38.15 ~.HlO 32 31. 70 91 35.05 51 38.20 11 41.40 33 31.SO 92 . 35.10 52 3 .25 12 41.45 





94 35.20 54 3 .35 14 41. 55 
36 31.95 95 35.25 55 38.40 15 41.60 
37 32. oo 96 35.30 56 38.45 16 41.65 
38 32.05 97 35.35 57 38.5 0 17 41. '10 
39 32.10 II 98 35.40 58 38.60 11 18 41.75 32 .15 99 35.45 59 38.65 19 41.80 
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'J.'ABLEl OF DRY SUBSTANCE FROM R EFRACTIVE INDEX AT 28° C.-Oontinued. 
I II l II \ 'I JPer Cent. II P r Cent.ll Per C nt. \P er Cen t. I ndex. !Dry Sub-I Index. Dry S ub- Index. Dry Sub- Index. Dry Sul>-
stance. I stance. stance. I stance. 
I II I l 1.38 4 0 32.20 1.3900 35.50 1.3960 38.70 1.4020 41.85 41 32.30 01 35.60 61 38.75 21 41.90 42 32.35 02 35.65 62 38.80 22 41.95 
43 32.40 03 35.70 63 38 .85 23 
42.00 
44 32.45 04 35.75 64. 3 .90 24 4
2.05 
45 32.50 05 35. 0 65 38.95 25 42.10 
46 3~.55 06 35. 5 66 39.00 26 
42. 15 
47 32.60 07 35.9 67 39.05 27 
42.2 0 
48 32.65 l 0 35.95 68 39.10 28 42.25 49 32.70 09 36.00 69 39.15 29 42.3 0 
J.. 3s5n 32.80 1.3910 36.05 ·1 1.3970 39 .20 1.4 030 4 2.~5 
51 32.85 11 36.10 I 
71 39.30 31 42. 40 
52 32.90 12 36.15 7 2 39.35 32 
. 42.2 5 
53 32.95 13 36.20 73 39.40 sa 42.50
 
54 33.00 H 36.25 74. 39.45 34 42
.55 
55 33 .05 15 36.30 
I 
75 39.50 35 . 42.6 0 
56 33.10 16 36.35 76 39.55 36 4
2.65 
57 33.J 5 17 36.40 77 39.60 37 42.7 0 
5 33.20 18 36.45 78 39.65 38 4
2.75 
59 33.30 19 36.50 I 79 39.70 39 42 .80 
I 42.85 
1 .3860 33.35 1.39 20 36.60 I 1.3980 39 .80 1.4040 61 33.40 I 21 36.65 81 39.85 41 42.90 
52 32.90 ~ 12 36 .l 5 72 39.35 32 42 .45 63 33.50 23 36 .75 83 39 .95 43 43.00 64 33.55 24 36. 0 8 4 40.00 44 43.05 65 33.60 25 36. 5 85 40.05 45 43 .10 
66 33.65 
11 
26 36.90 86 40.10 46 4 3.J 5 
67 33.70 27 36.95 II 87 40.15 47 4 3.20 68 33 .80 2 37.00 88 40.20 48 43 .25 
69 33.85 29 37.05 II 89 40.25 49 43.30 
1.4 050 43. 35 1.4110 46.30 I 
1.4170 49.20 1.4 230 52. 10 
51 43.40 l1 46.35 71 49.2 31 
52.15 
52 43.45 12 4 6.40 72 . 49.30 32 52.20 
53 43. 50 13 4 6.45 73 49.35 33 52.25 
54 43. 55 14 46. 50 74 4 9.4 0 34 52.3 0 
55 43.60 15 46.55 75 4 9.4 5 35 52.35 
56 43 .65 16 46.60 76 49.50 36 
52.4 0 
57 43.70 17 46.65 77 4 9.55 37 52. 45 
58 43.75 18 46.70 78 49.60 38 5
2.5 0 
59' 43. 0 19 46.75 79 49.65 39 52.53 
1.4060 43.85 1.41 20 46. 0 1.4180 49. 70 1. 42 4 0 52.55
 
61 43.90 21 46.85 81 49. 75 41 52.6 0 
62 43.95 22 46.90 2 49. 0 4~ 52.6 5 
63 H.00 23 46.9 5 3 4 9. 5 
,I 
43 52 .70 
64 44.05 24 47.00 84 49 .90 44 5~.75 
65 44.10 25 47.05 8!\ 49.95 45 52.80 
66 44.l 5 26 47 .l 0 G 50.0 0 I 
46 52.85 
67 44.20 27 47.15 87 50.05 47 52 .90 
G 44. 25 2 47. 20 88 50.10 4 5~.95 
69 44 .30 29 47.25 I 89 50.15 I 49 53.00 
1.4 070 44.35 I 1.4130 47.30 11 1.4190 50.20 l..4250 53,05 
71 44.40 I 
31 47.35 91 50 .25 51 53,10 
72 4 4 .4 5 32 47.40 
I 
92 50.30 52 53,15 
73 44. 50 33 47 .45 93 o0.35 !\3 os.:.>.o 
74 4 4.55 I 34 47. 50 94 o0 .40 
II 
54 53.25 
75 44.60 35 47. 53 95 50. 4 5 55 53.3 0 
76 44.65 11 36 47 .55 II 96 50.50 56 53.35 77 44.70 
11 
37 47.60 ·97 bu .53 57 ;;3. 4 o 
78 44 .75 38 47.65 II 98 50.55 II 58 53 ,<t5 79 44.80 39 47.70 99 50.60 59 53 ,50 
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TABLF.J OF DRY SUBSTANCE FROM REFRACTIVE INDEX AT 28° C.-Contint1ed. 
I II I II I · II )P;r Cent. Ina 'Per Cent. I\ jp r C nt.\I !Per Cent. II 
ex. Dry Sub-11 Index. Dry Sub- Index. Dry ub- Index. Dry Sub-
- stance. \ stance. I I stance. f stance. 
1.4080 l 44. 5 1.4140 47.75 I 1.4 200 50 .65 1.4 260 53 .53 81 4<l.90 41 47.80 
I 
01 50.70 61 53.o5 82 4 4.95 42 47.85 02 50.75 62 53.60 83 45.00 43 47.90 03 50. 0 63 53.65 84 45.05 44 47.95 04 50. 5 64 53.70 85 45.10 45 48.00 05 50.90 65 53.75 86 45.15 46 48 .05 06 50.95 66 53.110 87 45.20 41 4.8. 10 07 51.00 67 53.85 88 45. 25 4 4 .15 08 51.05 68 53.90 89 45.30 49 48.20 09 51.10 69 53.95 
1.4090 45.35 1.4150 4 .25 1.4 2 10 51.15 1.4 270 54.00 91 45.40 51 48.30 11 51.20 71 54.05 92 45.45 52 4 .35 12 51.25 72 54.10 93 45.50 53 48.40 13 51.30 73 54.15 94 45.53 54 48.45 14 51.35 74 54.20 95 45.55 55 4 .50 15 51.40 ·, 5 54.23 96 
97 45.60 56 48.53 16 51.45 76 54.25 
98 45.6 5 57 4 .55 17 51.50 77 54.30 
99 45. 70 58 48.60 18 51.53 78 54.35 4.5.75 59 48.65 19 bl.55 79 54.40 
1.41 00 45.80 1.4160 4 .70 1.4 220 51.60 1.4 280 54.45 01 
02 45.85 61 48.75 21 51.65 . 81 54.50 
03 45.90 62 48. 0 22 51.70 2 54.55 
04 45.95 63 4 . 5 23 51.75 3 .54.60 
05 46.00 64 4 .no 24 ol. 0 84 54.65 
U6 46.05 65 48.95 
11 
25 51.85 5 54.70 
07 46.J 0 I, 66 
49.00 26 51.90 6 54.73 
08 46 .1 5 67 49.0 5 27 f>J.95 I 7 54.75 
09 46.20 68 49.10 
l\ 
28 52.00 l 8 54.80 46.25 I 69 49.15 29 52.05 9 54,g5 1.4290 54 .90 91 I 1.4350 57.60 I 1.4410 60. 23 I 1.4470 62.83 92 54.95 51 57.65 11 60.25 71 62.85 




94 55 .05 53 57.73 13 60.35 73 62.95 
95 55.10 54 57.75 14 60.40 4 63.00 
96 55.1 5 55 57.80 
11 
15 60.4 5 I 75 63.05 97 55.20 56 57 . 5 16 60.50 ~ 63.10 98 55.23 57 57.90 17 60.53 I 63.15 
99 55.25 5 57.95 ] 60.55 
I 
7 63.20 
55.30 59 58.00 I 19 60.60 79 63.23 
1.4300 55.35 I 01 1.4 360 58.05 1.44 20 60.65 1.44 0 63.25 
02 55.40 61 58.10 21 60.70 
I 
1 63.30 
03 55.4 5 62 58. 15 22 60. 75 2 63.35 
04 55.50 63 58.20 23 61l.80 83 63.40 
05 55.55 64 5 .23 24 60. 3 84 63.45 
06 55.60 65 ·5 .25 25 60. 5 5 63.50 
07 55.65 66 5 .30 26 60.90 86 63.53 
08 55.70 67 5 .35 27 60.95 7 63.55 
09 55. 73 68- 5 .40 I 
2 61.00 63.60 55,75 69 5 .45 29 61.05 89 63.65 
1.4310 
55.SO I II 11 
fl 
1.4370 5 .50 
'I 1.4430 61.10 11 1.4490 63.70 12 55.85 71 5 .53 31 61.15 II 91 63.?!i 13 55.90 72 58.55 
II 
32 61.20 92 63. 0 
14 55.95 73 5 .60 33 61.23 I 93 63. 3 
15 56.00 I 74 58.65 34 Gl.25 I 94 63.85 16 56.05 75 58.70 35 61.30 95 63.90 
17 56.10 I 76 58.75 
II 
36 61.35 I 96 63.95 18 66.15 I 77 58. 0 37 61.40 97 64.00 
19 56.20 II 78 58.83 3 61.4 5 I 9 54.05 56 .23 79 58.85 39 61.50 II 99 64.10 
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TABLE OF DRY SUBSTANCE FROM R EFRACTIVE I NDEX AT 28° C.- -OontinuecJ. 
1. ll I ))- I ·-T) )--P er Cent. Per Cent. P e r Cent. P er Cent. Index. Dry Sub- I ndex. Dry Sub- Index. Dry Sub-I Ind r>x. Dry sub-stance. stance. stance. stan~ 
I · I 64.15 1 .4320 56.25 1.4380 58.90 1.4440 61.53 1.4 500 
21 56.30 81 58.95 41 61.51> 01 64.20 
22 56 .35 82 59.00 42 61.60 02 64.23 
23 56.40 83 59.05 43 61 .. 65 03 64.25 
24 56.45 84 59.10 44 61 . 70 04 64.30 
25 56.50 85 59.1 5 45 61.7 5 05 64.35 
26 56.53 86 59.20 4-6 61.80 06 64.40 
27 56.55 87 59. 23 47 61. 83 07 64.45 
28 56.60 88 59.25 48 ' 61.85 
! 
08 64.50 
29 56.65 89 59.30 49 61.90 09 64.53 
1.4330 56.70 1.4390 59.35 1.44 50 61.95 1.4 510 64 ,55 
31 56.75 91 59.40 51 62. 00 11 64.60 
32 56.80 92 59.45 52 62.05 12 64.65 
33 56.83 93 59.50 53 62.10 J 3 64 .70 
34 56.85 94 59.53 54 62.15 14 64 .75 
35 59.90 95 59.55 55 62.20 15 64. bO 
36 56.95 96 59.60 56 62.23 16 64.83 
37 57 .00 97 59.65 57 62.25 . 17 64.85 
38 57.05 98 59.70 58 62.30 18 64.90 
39 57.10 99 59.75 59 62.35 19 64.95 
I I I 65.00 1. 4340 57.15 1.4400 59.80 1.4460 62.40 1.452 0 
41 57.20 01 59 .. 83 61 62.45 21 65.05 
42 57 .23 02 59.85 62 62.50 22 65.10 
43 57.25 03 59 .90 . 63 62.53 23 65.15 
44 57.30 04 59.95 64 62.55 24 65.20 
45 67.35 05 60 .00 65 62.60 25 65. 23 
46 57.40 06 60.05 66 62 .65 26 65.2 5 
47 57.45 07 60.10 67 62.70 27 65.3 0 
48 57 .50 08 60.15 68 62.75 28 65.35 
49 57.55 09 G0.20 69 62.80 29 65.40 
1 
I 72.95 
.4530 65.4 5 1.4 590 67 .95 1.4660 70.45 1.4710 
31 65 .50 91 68 .00 51 70. 50 11 73,00 
32 65.53 92 68.05 52 70.55 12 73,03 
33 65.65 93 68.10 53 7'0.60 13 73,05 
34 65.60 94 68 .15 64 t0 .63 14 73,10 
35 65.65 96 68.20 55 70.65 15 73,15 
36 65.70 96 68.23 56 70 .70 16 73,20 
37 66~ 5 97 68.25 57 70.76 17 73,23 
38 65.80 98 68.30 58 70.80 18 73,25 
39 65. 83 99 68.35 59 70.83 19 73.30 
.4540 65.86 1.4600 68 .40 I! 1.4660 70.85 1.4720 73,35 41 65.90 01 68.43 61 70.90 21 73,40 42 65.95 02 68 .45 62 70.95 22 73,43 
43 66.00 I 03 68.60 63 71.0 0 23 73,45 44 66.05 04 68.56 64 '11.05 24 73,60 
45 66 .10 05 68.60 65 71.10 25 73,66 
46 66 .15 06 68.63 66 7 l .15 26 73,60 
47 66.20 . 07 68.65 67 71.20 27 73,GS 
48 66.23 08 68.70 . 68 7;t.23 28 73,65 
49 66.26 09 68.75 6~ 71.25 29 n.70 
1 
. 4550 66.30 1.4 610 68 .80 1.4670 
. 
71.30 1.4730 73 .75 
51 66.35 11 68.83 71 71.36 31 73.SO 
52 66.40 12 68.85 72 7J.40 32 73 ,83 
53 66.30 · 13 68.90 73 71.43 33 73.85 
54 66.45 14 68.95 74 71.45 34 73 ,90 
55 66.60 • 15 69.00 75 '11.50 35 73.95 
56 66.55 16 69.05 76 71. b5 36 74.uO 
67 66.60 17 69.10 
I 
77 71.60 37 74,03 
58 66.63 18 69.16 78 71.6 3 38 7.i.05 
69 66.65 19 69.20 79 I 71.65 II 39 74.10 
67 
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'l'JJJti] OF Dny SUBSTANCE FROM REFRACTIVE INDEX AT 28° C.-Continued. 
I 
· II 
\Per Cent.\) Ina !Per Cent. II \Per Cen~ )) !Per Cent. ex. Dry Sub-11 In dex. !Dry Sub- / Index. Dry Sub- Inde.....:. Dry Sul)-
'"----1. stance. stance. stance. stance. 
1.4 560 I • 
1.4 680 71. 70 ! 61 66. 70 1.4620 69.23 1.47 40 74.15 
62 66.75 21 69.25 1 71.75 I 41 74.20 
63 66.80 22 69.30 2 n. o 42 74.23 
64 66 .83 23 69.35 83 71.83 43 74.25 
65 . 66.85 24 69.40 84 71. 5 44 74.30 
66 66.90 25 69.43 85 71.90 45 74.o5 
67 66.95 26 69.45 86 71.95 46 74.40 
68 67 .oo 27 69.50 7 72.00 47 74.43 
69 67 .05 28 69.55. 88 72.05 4 74.45 
67 .10 29 69.60 89 72.10 49 7 4.50 
1.4570 67.15 1.4630 69.63 1.4690 72.15 1.47 50 74.65 71 
72 67.20 31 69.65 91 72.20 51 74.60 
73 67 .23 32 69.70 92 72.23 52 74.63 
74 67 .25 33 69.7li. 93 72.25 53 74.65 
75 67.30 34 69.80 94 72.3u , 64 74.70 
76 67 .36 .3 5 69.83 95 72.35 55 74.75 
77 67 .4 0 36 69.85 96 12.40 56 74.80 
78 67 .4.3 I 37 69.90 97 72.43 57 74.83 
79 67.45 38 69.95 98 72.45 58 74.85 67 .50 
.39 70.00 99 72.50 59 74.90 
l.45 80 67.55 1.4640 1.4700 72.55 1.4760 74.95 81 70.05 
82 67.60 41 70.10 01 72.60 61 75.00 
83 67 .63 42 70.15 02 72.63 62 75.03 
84 67.65 43 70.20 03 72.65 63 75.05 
85 67.70 44 70.23 04 72.70 64 75.10 
86 67.75 45 70.25 05 72.75 65 75.15 
87 67.80 46 70.30. 06 72.80 66 75.20 
88 67.83 47 70.35 07 72. 3 67 75.23 
89 67.85 48 70.40 0 72. 5 6 75.25 67 .90 49 70.43 09 72.90 69 75 .30 
1.4770 
75.35 71 1.4830 77.75 1.4890 80.05 1.4950 82.40 
72 75.40 31 77.8 0 91 80.10 51 82.43 
73 75.43 82 77. 3 92 0.15 52 82.45 
74 75,45 33 77.85 93 80.20 53 82.50 
75 70.50 34 77 .90 94 80.23 54 . 82.53 
7G 75.55 35 77.95 95 80 .25 55 ' 82.55 
77 75.60 36 78.00 96 0.30 56 82.60 
• 78 75.63 37 78.03 97 0.35 57 82.63 
79 75.65 3 '(8 .05 9 80.40 58 82 .6 5 
1.4780 
75.7 0 39 78 .10 99 80.43 59 82.70 
81 75,75 1 .4840 78.l 5 1.4900 80.45 1.4960 82.75 
82 75 .80 41 78.20 01 80.50 61 82.80 
83 75.83 42 7 .23 02 0.53 62 82. 3 75.85 84 75.90 43 78.25 03 80.55 '63 82. 5 85 75,95 44 78.30 04 80.60 64 82.90 86 76.00 45 78.35 05 0.63 65 82.95 87 76.03 46 78.40 06 80.65 66 83.00 88 76.05 47 78.43 07 0.70 67 83.03 89 76.10 4 78.45 
11 
08 0.7. 68 83.05 
1
·4790 49 78.50 09 0.80 69 83.10 
91 7G.15 1.4 850 7 .53 1.4910 80.83 
11 
1.4970 83. 111' 92 76 .20 51 78.55 11 0.85 71 83.20 93 76. 23 52 78.60 12 80.90 72 83.33 94 76.25 53 78.63 13 80.95 73 83.25 95 76.30 54 78.65 14 1.00 74 83.30 96 76 ,35 55 78.70 15 81.03 75 83.35 97 76.40 56. 78.75 16 81.05 76 83.4 0 98 76.43 
99 76,45 57 78.80 17 1.10 I 77 83.43 76. 50 58 78.83 18 1.15 7 3.45 59 . 78. 5 19 1.20 79 83.50 
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TABLE OF DRY SUBSTANCE FROM REFRACTIVE I N DEX A T 28 ° c . ..:....oonti1111ecl. 
!Per Cent.\
1
1 lPe; Cent.Ill! \Per Cent.11\ . I ndex. Dry Sub-I I ndex. Dry Sub- Index. Dry Sub- I ndex. 
stance I stance stance II 
1.4800 76.55 \ 1.4860 I 78.90 1.4920 81.23 1.4980 
01 76.60 61. 78.95 21 81.25 1>1 
02 76.63 62 79.00 22 81.30 82 
03 7G.65 63. 79.03 23 81.35 83 
04 76.70 64 79.05 24 81.40 84 
05 7G.75 65 79.10 25 81.43 85 
06 76.80 66 19.15 26 81.4~ 86 
07 76.83 67 79.20 27 81 .50 87 
0 76.85 68 79.28 28 81.53 I 88 09 76.90 69 79.25 29 31 ,55 89 
1.4810 7G.95 II 1.4870 . 79.30 1.4930 81.60 I U ·91l0 
11 77.00 71 79.35 31 81.63 91 
12 77.03 ! 72 79.40 32 81.65 ')2 13 77.05 73 79.43 33 81 .70 93 14 77.10 74 79.45 34 81.75 94 
15 77.15 75 79.50 85 81.80 95 
·16 77.20 76 79.53 36 81.83 96 
17 77.23 77 79.55 g1 81.85 I 97 
1 77.25 78 79.60 38 81.90 98 
19 77.30 79 79 .63 39 81.95 99 
1.4820 77.35 I i.4880 79.65 1.4940 82.00 1.5000 21 77.40 81 79.70 41 82.03 01 
22 
1 
77.43 82 79.75 42 82.05 02 
33 77.45 83 79.80 43 82.10 03 
24 77.50 84 79.83 44 g2.15 04 
25 77.55 85 79.85 45 82.20 05 
2G 77.60 86 7P .90 46 82.23 06 
27 77.63 87 7 J.95 47 82.25 07 
28 77.65 88 d0.00 48 82.30 08 
29 77.70 ii 89 . 80.03 49 82.35 0.9 
1 .5010 84.65 1.5070 86.90 1.5130 89.10 
11 4.70 71 86.93 31 89.13 
12 84.75 72 6.95· 32 89.15 
13 4.80 73 7.00 33 89.2 0 
14 84.83 74 87.03 34 89.23 
15 84 .85 75 87 .05 35 89.25 
16 84.90 76 87.10 ' 36 89.30 
17 84.93 77 87.15 37 !t9.35 
18 84.95 78 87.20 38 89 .40 
19 85.00 79 87.23 39 89 .43 
.50 20 85.03 I l.5Q80 I 87.25 1.5140 89.45 21 85 .05 81 87.30 41 89.50 1 
22 5.10 82 87.33 42 89.53 
23 85.15 83 87.35 43 89.55 
24 5.20 84 87.40 44 g9.60 
25 85.23 85 87.45 45 89.63 
26 85.25 86 87.50 46 89. 65 
27 5.30 87 87.53 47 89.70 
28 85".33 88 87.55 48 89.7 5 
29 85.35 89 87.60 I 49 89.80 . 
.5030 I 85 .40 I I 
1. 5090 87.63 1.5150 89.83 
31 85.45 91 87.65 51 89.85 
32 85.50 92 87.70 52 89.90 
33 5.53 93 87.75 53 89.93 
1 
34 85.55 94 87.80 54 89.95 
35 5.60 95 87.83 55 90.00 
36 85.63 
I 
96 87.811 56. 90.03 
37 5;65 95 87.90 57 90.05 
38 85.70 98 87.93 58 90.10 
39 85.75 I 99 I 87.95 59 90,13 
-
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TuLl!: OF DRY SUBSTANCE FROM REFRACTIVE I NDEX AT 28° C.-Continued. 
In Per Cent. / P er Cent. Per Cent. Per Cen t. 
\ . ') ) II I II ·1 di!x. Dry Sub-\ In dex Dry Sub-\\ Index. f>ry !:>ub- I ndex. Dry Bu b-stance. I I stance. stance. stance. 
l.5040 ! I II 
I 
85.80 1.5100 88.00 1.5160 90.15 41 . 85.83 01 88. 03. 61 90.20 42 
43 85.85 l 02 88.05 62 90.25 44 85.90 03 88. 10 63 .90.30 45 85.93 04 88.15 64 90.33 46 85.95 05 88.20 65 90.35 
47 8G.OO 06 88.23 .66 90.40 
48 86.03 07 88.25 67 90.43 I 49 86.05 08 88.30 68 90.45 86.10 09 88.33 I 69 90.50 l.5050 8G.15 ! 51 1.5110 88.35 1.5170 90.53 52 SG .20 11 88.40 71 90.55 
53 86 .23 12 '88.45 
11 
72 90.60 
. 54 SG.25 13 88.5 0 73 90.63 
55 SG.30 14 88.53 74 90.65 
56 G. 33 
!: 
15 88.55 75 90.70 
57 86.35 16 88.G O II 76 I 90.75 
58 86.40 17 88.63 II 77 I 90.80 
59 86.45 18 I 88.65 II 78 90. 3 86.50 I 19 SS .'I O I 79 90.85 
l.50Go 86.53 I 61 1.5120 88.75 1.5180 90.90 
62 86.55 21 88.8 0 81 90.93 
63 8G.60 22 88.83 82 90.95 
64 86.63 . 23 88:85 
65 86.66 24 88.90 
66 86.70 25 88.93 
67 86:75 26 88.95 
68 . 86.80 
I 
27 89.00 
~ 86.83 28 89.03 - 86.85 29 89.05 II ... 
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TABLE II. 
TABLE OF CORREC'l'IONS FOR THE TEMPERATURE. 
'l'ernllerat __ _pn~ i;?UBSTAN_C_E·~___,.--,.,-......,.-~......,.-~ -~ .0.e .. t~~. ~:i.5.n:1~\ o I 5 I 10! 15\ 201 251 301 401 5ol sol 101 sol 90 
20 0 C. Si:_btrao_t·-~-~~~ .... ....., ....... """"-.=-;--;;-n;--... 
21 . : : : : . · · · · · · · · · · · · 1 ·531.54 .55 .56 , .57 .68, .!lO .62 .64 .&2 , .61 , .60 .5 
22 . ....... . .... .46 .4 7 .48 .49 .50 .51 .52 .54 .56 .54 . . 53 .52 .50 
23 . . . . · · · · · · · .. .. .. .. 40 .41 .42 .42 .43 .44 .45 .47 .48 .47 .46 .45 .H 
24 .... ................ 33 .33 .34 .35 .36 .37 .38 .39 .40 .39 .38 .38 .38 
25 · · · · · · · · · .. .•.. . ... 26 .26 .21 .2s .28 .29 .3o .31 .32 .31 .31 .3 0 .. ao 
26 .. .... . ... . . • ... ... 20 .20 .21 .21 .22 .2 2 .23 .23 .24 .23 .23 .23 .2 2 
27 . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . . 12 .12 .13, .14 .14, .14 , .15 .16 .16 .16 .16 .15 .14 
. . · · · · · · · . . ..... 07 .07 .07 .07 .07 .OJ .08 .08 .0 8 .08 .08 .08 .07 
• 2s •c.. Ada. 
a0 .. : : : : · . . .... . .. . . j .07 .01 1.01 .01 1.01 1.07 1.081.os1.os l .08' .os .081 .01 
• 31 . . . . .... ... ... j .12 .12 .13 .14 .14 .14 .15 .15 .16 .16 .16 .15 .14 
32 .... . • •.. ........ 20 .20 .21 .21 .22 .22 .23, .23/ .24 .23 .23 .23 .22 
33 : : : : : : ............. 26 .26, .27 .28j .28 J ~9 J .30 .31, .32, .31 .31 .30 .3 0 
:!4 . . . ... . ..•..... 33 .33 .34 .35 j .361 .37 J .38 .39 .40 .39 .38 .38 .1l 8 
~ .. : : : ............. .40 .411.42 .42 j .43 .44 , .45 J .47 .4 .47 .46) .45 .44 
----...:...:..:· ..... .... . j .46j .47 .48j-.49 j .50j .51 .52 j .54j .56j .54 .53 j .52 .50 
70 
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T ABLE III. 




<1' ;.o bl) ii: ii: 
" 
ui 
_ oi Ul ~ "' 0 0 UJP< rn (;': rn 
-
15,0 0,00 23,0 2,11 31 ,0 
1 0,03 1 13 1 
2 0,05 2 11> 2 
3 0,08 3 19 3 
4 0,11 4 21 4 
5 0,13 5 24 5 
6 0,16 6 26 6 
7) '(),19 7 29 7 
8 0,21 8 32 8 
9 0,24 9 34 9 
16,0 0,26 24,0 37 32,0 
1 0,29 1 4(1 1 
2\ 0,32) !\ 
42 1 2 
3 0,34 45 3 
4 0,37 48 4 
51 0,40 5 50 5 
6 0,42 6 53 6 
7 0,45 7 ~6 1 7 8 0.48 8 . 8 
9 0,50 9 61 9 
17,0 0,53 25,C• 64 33,0 
1 0,56 1 66 1 
2 0,58 2 69 2 
3 0,61 3 71 3 
4 0,64 4 74 4 
5 0,66 5 77 5 
6 0,69 6 79 6 
7 0,71 7 82 7 
8 0,74 8 
841 
8 
91 0, 77 9 87 9 
18,0 0, 79 26,01 90 34,0 
1 0, 82 1 921 1 
2 0, 8411 2 95 2 
3 0, 7 3 98 \ 3 
4 0, 90 . 4 3,00 4 
6 0, 92 5 0 3 5 
61 0,95 6 05 6 
71 0,98 7 08 7 
8 1,00 8 11 8 
9 03 9 131 9 
19,0 05 27,0 16 35,0 
1 08 1 19 1 
2 · 11 2 21 2 
3 13 3 24 3 
4 16 4 26 4 
6 19 51 29 5 
REFRACTOMETER. 






4,21 39,0 6,31 
24 1 33 
26 2 36 
29 3 39 
321 
4 41 
34 5 43 
37 6 46 
391 
7 49 
42 8 51 
45 9 54 
48 1140,0 56 
50 1 59 
531 2 61 I 
56 3 64 
58 4 66 
61 5 69 
64 6 72 
66 7 74 
69 8 77 
71 9 79 
74 41 ,0 s2 I 
77 1 84 
79 2 87 
82 I 3 90 
84 I 4 92 
871 6 96 
901 6 97 
92 7 7,00 
96 8 C13 
98 9 05 
5,00 42,0 08 
03\ 1 10 
05 I 2 
;:11 08 !I 11 l 8 13 20 
16 6 23 . 
19 7 26 
21 8 28 
241 9 31 
26 43,0 33 





37 4 43 
40 5 46 I 
--__,.----------.--.--





























































































55,0 10,29 1 63,0 12.22: 
1 32 1 
2 34 2 28 
3 36 3 30 
4 39 4 32 
5 41 5 35 
6 44 6 37 
7 46 7 39 
8 49 8 42 
9 51 9 44 46 
56,0 53 64,0 49 
1 56 1 
21 58 2 
51 
3 60 3 53 
41 63 4 56 
5 66 5 58 





8 731 8 
65 
9 75 9 67 69 
57,0 781 65,0 72 
1 80 1 
2 83 \ 2 74 
3 85 3 76 
4 88 4 79 
5 90 6 81 
6 92 6 83 
7 95 7 :: 
8 97 8 90 
9 11 ,00 I 9 93 
58,0• 031 66,0 95 
l 05 1 
2 0'7 1 2 
9~ 
3 10 I 3 13,0 os 
4 12 4 05 
5 . 15 5 o7 
6 17 6 09 
7 19 7 11 
8 221 8 14 
9 24 1 9 16. 
59,0 27 67,0 18 
1 29 1 z-0 
2 32 2 23 
3 34 3 '2& 
4 36 I 4 21 
51 39 I 6 
71 
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Cl .. 








































II I 11 I I( 32 11 6 42 I 6 49 6 46 
34 7 4 51 7 51 7 . 4 91 
37 8 48 8 54 8 51 
40 9 50 9 56 9 53 
42 36,c, 53144,o_ 59 52,o 56 
451 1 56 1 61 1 58 
48 2 . 58) 2 64 2 60 
50 3 61 3 66 3 63 
53 4 64 4 69 4 66 
56 5 66 5 72 5 68 
58 6 69 6 74 6 70 
61 7 71 7 77 7 73 
64 8 74 8 79 8 75 . 
66 9 77 1 9 82 9 78 
69 37,0 79 45,0 84 53,0 80 
11 1 82 I 1 s11 1 83 
74 2 84 I 2 901 2 85 
n a 87 J 3 92! 3 88 
79 4 9011 4 95 4 90 
~ 71 I 51 821 51 92 I 5 97 /\ 5 92 
7 
74
1 61 988047 11 6 9511 6 8,00 1 6 95 8 77 7 7 98 1 7 03 1 7 97 
9 79 8 8 6 ,(10 8 \ 951 8 10,00 
22.o 82 9 92 9 03 11 9 01 9 03 
1 84 30,0 95 38,0 05 46,0 10 54,0 05 
24351 ~~ II ~3 4.~~ ; ~~ II ; ~: ; ~~ 
I 03 3 13 3 17 3 12 1 95 4 o5 I\ 4 15 4 19 4 15 
98 \ 51 0 61 2.o s 5 11 1 5 221 5 111 
7 ° 11 61 11 1 6 20 11 6 24 1 6 19 \ 
8 °
3
11 7 13 7 231 7 27 7 22 
9 °
5 
8 16 8 26 8 29 1 8 24 1 
71 .0 14 °




7 176.0 15,20 81 ,0 16,31186,0 17,44 91 ,0 18,53 
2 °9 1 22 1 33 1 471 1 55 
3 
11 
2 24 2 351 2 49 2 57 
4 14 3 26 3 38 3 51 3 59 
5 
16
1 4 28 4 4C·I 4 53 4 61 
6 18 5 30 5 
20 61 321 6 421 5 55 I 5 63 7 231 44 I 6 58 6 66 
8 25 
7
1 34 1 71 47 1 71 601 7 68 
9 271 8 361 8 491 . 8 621 8 70 
72,o 29 
9/ 381 9 511 9 64 9 12 iii 3 77•0 401 82,0 1 54\ 81,01 661 92,o 14 
3!il ~ I 421 11 56 \I 11 68 11 1 761 

















































































5 88 5 73 
6 90 6 75 
7 92 7 77 
8 95 \ 8 79 
9 97 9 82 
62,0 12,00 70,0 84 
1 03 1 87 
2 05 2 89 
3 07 3 92 
4 09 4 94 • 
5 12 5 96 
6 14 j 6 98 
7 16 7 14,00 
8 18 8 03 
9 21 9 05 
96,0 19,59 101 ,0 20,66 
1 61 1 68 
2 63 2 70 . 
3 66 3 72 
4 68 4 7 4 
5 70 5 76 
6 72 6 78 
! Hll i H ·
97,0 so 11 102,o 87 
1 8211 1 89 
2 85 2 91 
31 87 11 31 93 
72 
















































:i! : ~~ : i~ : :: 
64 6 68 6 79 6 87 
56 7 70 7 82 ' 7 89 
59 8 72 8 84 8 91 
61 9 74 9 86 9 93 
63 83,0 76 88,0 89 93,0 96 
65 l 79 l 91 l 97 
68 2 81 2 93 2 19,00 
70 3 83 3 95 3 02 
72 4 85 4 98 4 04 
74 6 88 I 5 18,00 5 06 
76 6 90 I 6 02 6 08 
79 7 92 7 04 7 10 
81 8 95 8 06 8 13 
83 9 97 9 08 9 15 
85 84,0 17,00 89,0 10 94;0 17 
88 1 02 1 13 1 19 
90 2 04 2 ' 15 2 21 









































4 84 4 95 4 09 4 19 4 25 4 31 4 
88 
34 5 40 5 87 5 97 5 11 5 
6 89 6 16,0(1 6 13 6 
7 92 7 03 7 15 7 
8 94 8 05 8 18 8 
9 96 9 07 9 20 9 
. 75,0 98 80,0 09 85,0 22 90,0 
1 15,0-0 l 11 1 24 1 
2 0311 21 131 2 27 11 2 
' 3 05 3 161 3 291 3 
4 07 4 18 4 31 4 
5 09 5 20 5 33 5 
6 11 6 221 6 35 6 
7 13 7 24 1 7 38 7 
8 16 \ 8 27 8 40 8 

































36 6 4S 
38 7 " 
40 8 47 
421 9 49 61 
44 105,0 68 
47 1 
49 11 2 66 
51 3 61 
53 4 69 
55 5 61 
57 6 63 
69 7 66 
61 8 68 
63 . 9 7~ ~
--~----·~ 
73 
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TABLE IV. 






















ect-tons .to be subtracted from the refraetomet er r eading. 
0-00 
l. OO 1.05 1.10 1.20 1.25 1.30 1.35 1.45 1.50 1.50 1.55 
0· 85 0.85 0.90 0.95 1 .00 1 .00 1.10 1.10 1.20 1.20 1.25 1.3
0 
0 ·~ 0 0.70 0.70 0.75 0.75 0.80 0.85 0.85 0.95 0.95 1.00 1.00 
0} o.so o.5o o.55 o.55 o. 55 0.60
 0.60 0.10 0.10 0.10 o.75 
. 
0 0.30 . 0.30 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.45 0.40 0.40 











26 .l .85 
2 2.10 7 2:4o 28 
29 2.10 
80 3.oo 3.3o 
Corrections to be added to the refractomete r reading. 
0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 . 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 
0.35 0.35 0.85 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.45 0.50 (}.55 
0.55 0.55 0.60 0.60 . 0.65 0.65 0.70 0.75 0.75 0.80 0.80 
0.80 0.8 0 0.80 0.80 0.90 0.95 1.00 l.lU 1.10 1.10 1.20 
1 .05 l.10 1.10 1.10 1.20 1.25 1.3 0 l.40 1.40 1.45 1.55 
1.35 1. 40 1.40 1.40 1.50 1.55 1.60 1. 7.0. 1. 70 1.80 1.90 
1.60 1. 65 1.70 1.70 1.80 1.85 1.90 2.00 2.05 2.15 2.2 5 
1.$5 1.90 2.00 2.00 2.10 2.20 2.35 2.35 2.40 2.50 2.60 
2
.15 2 .. 20 2.3 0 2.30 2.45 2.50 2.65 2.70 2.75 2.90 8.00 
2
-45 2.50 2.60 ~.65 2. 70 2.85 2.95 3.00 3.10 3.30 3.45 
2.7 5 2.80 2.90 3.00 3.05 3.20 3.25 3_.3 5 3.45 3.65 3.85 
3.0 5 3.1 0 3.25 3.30 3.40 3.55 3.60 3.70 3.85 4.05 4.30 
3
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T ABLE V. 
SUCROSE T BL.E. • 
(Dry Lead Method. ) 
Brix (uncorrected). ~~-,-~~...,.-~--,~~-,-~--,---~-,-~~~~~~~~~~~-------Po\.! 1 2\3\41516\7!~ 
1 0.26 0.26 0.26 
2 O.i>2 0.52 0.51 
3 0.78 0. 77 0. 77 
4 1.03 l.v3 
5 1 .29 1.28 
6 . 1.55 1.54 










---.:-1 16 I Tenths 17 of a 18 \division Sucrose 
19 0.1 0.03 
20 0.2 0.05 
21 0.3 0.08 
22 0.4 0.10 
23 0:5 0.13 
24 0.6 0.15 
25 0.7 0.18 
o.8 0.20 J 
o.9 0.23 I 
•sec al so tab le In Chn.p. II. 
0.26 0.26 0.25 0.25 
0.51 0.51 0.51 0.51 
0. 77 0.76 0. 76 0.76 
1.02 1.02 1.02 1.01 
1.28 1.27 1.27 1.26 
1.53 1. 53 1.52 1.52 
1.79 1.78 1. 78 1.77 
2.05 2.04 2.03 2.02 
2.3 0 2.29 2.28 2.27 
2.6 6 2.55 2.54 2.53 
2.81 2.80 2.79 2.78 
3.07 3.06 3,04 3.03 
3.32 3.31 3.30 3.29 
3.58 3.57 3.55 3.54 
3.84 3.82 3.81 3.79 
4.08 I 4.06 4.04 
4.33 4.31 4.30 
4.59 4.57 4.55 
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TABLE VI. 
RE:CIPROCAL~ OF NUMBERS FROM 11 TO 36, ADVANCING 
BY TENTHS. 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ 
5 -~ 'E ·6 'E ·6 "E ·6 "E ·6 '~i~-~~H-_:_z~L._-~~-+~-~z.:.._..,!-~~_:_--!-,!--.:..z..:_--!--~~!-!--z~~--:!.._~~~ 
11.o .0909 I I II 11 16.0 .0625 
·
1 
,09C-O 16.1 .0621 11
·
2 
.0893 16.2 .0617 11
·
3 I .0 85 16.3 .C,613 
lt4 .osn If 16.4 I .0610 II 11
·
5 
.0869 16.5 I .0606 I 
ll.6 .0862 
11. 7 .0855 16.6 .1l602 
11.8 .0847 
16.7 .0599 
11.9 .0840 16.8 .6595 
16.9 .0592 
12.0 .0333 I 
12 1 17.0 .0588 
. .0826 
12 2 17.1 .C685 
. .0820 
12 3 17.2 .0581 
. .0813 
12 4 17.3 .0578 
. .0806 
12 5 17.4 .0575 
. .0800 12 6 17.5 .0571 
. .1l794 . 
12 7 17.6 .0"568 
. .0787 12 8 17.7 .0565 
. .07 l 11 12 9 17.8 .0562 
· .0115 I 17.9 .0559 
1a.o .0769 II 11 l o l 18.0 .0555 
• . .0763 
13.2 .0757 18.1 .0552 
13.3 .0752 18.2 .0549 
13.4 .
0746 1 
18.3 I .0546 
13.5 I .0741 18.4 .o54 3 ! 13 6 1 1 .5 .0540 
. .o 735 18.6 .0538 
13.7 .0730 I 18.7 .0535 II 113.8 .0725 
a 9 I 1s.s .0532 
. m19 II 18.9 f .0529 1 
14.0 I .0714 II \ 
14.l 0. 709 II 19.0 .0526 
14 .2 .0704 19.1 .0523 
14 .a .0699 19.2 .0521 I 14.4 19.3 .0518 I i!·~ :~~;~ (I i::: ~ :~:i: II 
14 . .os8s I 19 6 7 0 . .C:510 














21.4 I .0467 
21.5 .0465 
21.6 .0463 












22.9 .04 37 
23.0 .0435 






23.7 .0122 I 
23. .0420 I 
23.9 .0418 
24.0 .0417 
24.l .04 15 
24.2 .0413 
24.3 .0411 
24 .4 .0409 
24.5 .0408 
24.6 .04 06 
24.7 I .0405 1\ 
24.8 .0403 I 
24.9 I .C402 
26.0 .0385 
26.1 .03 3 



















28.1 . 356 
28.2 .0355 
28.3 .0353 
2 .4 .C352 
2 .5 .0351 
2 .6 .0350 
2 .7 \ .C34 






































































































... 0 ... Q) 
... 
Q) 
.0 a. .0 8 '8 s ;:s Q) ;:s 
z ~ z 
15.0 
ll 
.0661 I 20.0 
'15.1 .0662 20.1 
15.2 .0658 20.2 
15.3 .0654 20.3 
15.4 .<i649 20.4 
15.5 ! .0645 20.5 
15.6 .0641 20.6 
15.7 .0637 20.7 
15.8 .0633 20.8 
15.9 .0629 1 20.9 
76 
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TABLE VI -Continued. 
-;;; ~ ~ 
" 







a. .0 p, .0 a. 
'Cl 8 '() a '<3 
Q) ;:s Q) ;:s 
"' ~ z ~ z ~
.0500 25.0 .040'0 I 30.0 ! .0333 
.0497 25.1 .0398 30.1 .0332 
.0495 25.2 .0397 30.2 .0331 
.0493 25.3 .0395 30.3· .0330 
.0490 25.4 .0894 30.4 .0329 
.0488 25.5 .0392 30.5 .0328 
.0485 25.6 .0391 30.& .0327 
.0483 \ 25. 7 .0389 30. 7 \ .C•326 
.0481 25.8 .0388 30.8 .0325 
.0478 25.9 .0386 30.9 .0324 


















Table o! Factors for C lerget D etermination 
(a-b) 100 
144- 1/2 '].' 
D egre s· 
C n tlgrate 0 1 
TENTHS OF A DEOREE 





















-.---;----;---;---I I I . I I · 7850 
16 ... ..... . 0.7326 0.7328 0.7331 0.733410.7336 0.7339 0.7342 0.7344 0.7347 o. 'I 
16 . . . . .. ... o.7352 o.7355 o.7368 o.7361 o.7363 o.7366 o.7369 o.7371 o.7374 o.1a
1
, 
11 .... . . ... o.7380 o.7382 o.7385 o.7388J0.7391 o.7393 o.7396 o.7399 o.7401 0.1•
0
1 
18 .. ... . . .. o.7407 o.7410 0.7412 o.7415 f0.7418 o.7421 o.7423 o.7426 o. 74 29 o.74
3 
9 
19 .. ....... 0.7434 0.7437 0.7440 0.744310.'7446 0:7448 0.7461 0.7454 0.7459 0.1•:,, 
20 .. . . . . ... o.7462 o.7465 o.7468 o.7471 o.7473 o.7476 o.7479 o.7482 o.7486 o.7
4
14 
2i. ........ o.7490 o.7493 o.7496 o.7499 o.7501 o.7504 0.1601 o.1s10 o.7513 0.1
5 
,, 
22 . . ....... 0.1518 o.7521 o.7524 o.7527 o.7530 o.7533 o.7535 o.7638 o.7541 o.7
6
71 
23 ......... o.7547 o.7550 o.7552 o.7555 o.7558 o.7561 o.7564 o.7567 o.7570 o.76 01 
24 ... .. .... o.7575 o.7578 o.1ss1 o.7584 o.7587 o.7690 o.7593 o.7595 o.7598 o.7
6
80 
25 ....... . . o.7604 o.7607 0.1610 o.7613 o.7616 o.7619 0.1621 o.7624 o.7627 o.7
6 
69 
26 ... . . .... o.7633 o.7636 o.7639 o.7642 o.7645 o.7648 o.7651 o.7654 o.7656 o.7
6 
89 
21 .. .. ... . . o.7662 o.7665 o.7668 10.7671 o.7674 o.7677 o.7680 o.7683 o.7686 o.7
6
11 
28 .... . .. . . 0.7692 0.7696 0.769810.7701 0.7704 0.7707 0.771010.7713 0.77 16 0.1
748 




30 .......... 0.1151 o.7754 o.7757 0.1160 o.7763 o.7766 10.1110 o.7773 0.7716 0.1101 0 '/8 
si. ... ... . · 10 .1182 0.778510.778810.1191 o.7794 o.7797 0.1800 o.7803 o.7806 · 840 
32 ..... . ... 0.1812 0.181310.1818 0.1821 o.7824 0.1821 o.7830 o.7833 o.7836 ~· 7 870 
33 . . .. . .... 0.7843 0.7846 0.78~9 0.785210.785510.785810.786110.7864 0.786~




Table of Factors for Clerget D etermina tion --- -142.66 - 1/ 2 T. 




o I. 1 \ 2 





I I I 
. . . • . . . 10.7398 0.7401 0.7404 
. . . ... . . 0.7426 0.7429 0.7431 
. . . . . . . 0.7453 0.74&6 0.7459 












. . . . . . . )0.7481 
. . . . . . . 0.7509 
··· ···· 
0.7538 
























0.7 511 0.7514 
0.7540 0. 7543 
0.7569 0.7572 
0.7598 0. 7601 
0. 7627 c. 7630 
0.7656 0.7659 
0. 7 685 0.7688 
0. 7715 0. 771 8 
0.7745 0.7748 
0.7775 0. 7778 
0.7805 0.7808 
o. 7836 0.7839 
0.7 867 0. 7870 
0.7898 0.7901 
TENTHS OF A DEGREE 
0.7406\0.7409 0.7412 0.7415 
0.7434 0.7437 0. 7 440 0.7442 
0.7462 0.74 64 0. 7467 0. 7470 
0.7489 0.7492 0.7495 0.7498 
0.7 517 0.7520 0.7523 0.7526 
0.7546 0. 7549 0. 7552 o. 7555 
0.757 5 0.757 8 0.7580 0.7583 
0.7603 0.760S 0.7609 0.7612 
0.7633 0.7635 o. 7638 0. 7641 
0.7662 0.7665 0.7668 0.7671 
0.7691 0.7694 0.7697 0.7700 
.o. 7721 0.7724 0. 7727 0.7730 
0.77 51 0.7754 0.7757 0.7760 
0.7781 0.7784 0.77 87 0.7790 
0.7811 0.7814 0. 7817 0. 7.821 
0.7842 0.7845 0.7848 0.7851 
0.7873 0.7876 0. 7 879 0. 7882 
0.7904 0.7907 0.7910 0.7913 
0.7417 0.7420 
0.7445 0.7448 
0. 7473 0. 7476 
0.7500 0.7503 
0.7529 0.7532 
0.7558 0. 7560 
0. 7586 0.7589 
0.7615 0.7618 
0.7644 0.7647 
0.7674 0. 7676 
0.7703 0.7706 
0. 7733 0.7736 
0.7763 0.7765 
0.7793 0.779'6 
0. 7824 0.7827 
0.7854 0.7857 




















o. 7923 82 •• 83., 
--.....:._ . . ' . . .. 0.7926 \0. 7929 0.7932 0.7935 0.7938 0.7941 0.7943 0.7946 0.7949~~ 
78 
PURITY TABLES. (1) 
(1) The following tables have been comp!\ a, partly with the aid of 
Kottman's tab\ s, with the view of facilitating the calculation of sugar house 
results. (Wm. E. Cross and W. G. Taggart.) 
------------------
.Suc-
rose .o · I ::_I .2 I .3 
:;:: l :; 55.0 54.5 56.0 55.4 .4 .4 


























68 .0 67.3 






















7.0 70.0 69.3 68.6 68 
.1 71.0 70.3 69.6 6 
.2 72.0 71.3 70.6 69 
.3 73 .0 72.3 71.6 70 
.4 74.0 73.3 72.6 71 
.5 75.0 74.3 'l.3.5 72 
.6 76.0 75.2 74.5 73 
.7 77.0 76.2 75.5 74 
7 .O· 77.2 76.5 I 75 























t.7 8.Q 0.0 79.2 7 .4 1~ 
.1 1:0 80.2 79.4 78 .6 
.2 82 .0 81.2 80.4 79 .6 
.3 3.0 2.2 1.4 80 .6 
.4 84.0 3.2 2.3 81 .5 
.5 85.0 4.2 3.3 82 .5 
10 BRIX 
.4 I .5 
52 .9 52.4 51.9 51.4 50.9 50 .5 
53.8 53.3 52.8 52.3 51.8 51.4 
5<t. 5<t.3 53.8 53.3 52.8 6ll. 3 
55.8 55.2 54.7 54.2 53.7 53.Z 
56. 7 56 .2 55.6 55.1 54.6 04.1 
---------------
-57.7 57.1 56.6 56.1 55.6 55.0 
5 .6 58.1 57.5 57.0 56.5 56.0 
59.6 59.0 58.5 57.9 57.4 56.9 
60.6 60.0 59.4 58.9 58.3 57.8 
61.5 60.9 60.4 59.8 59.3 58.7 
62.5 61.9 61.3 60.7 60.2 59. 6 
63.5 62.9 62.3 61.7 61.1 60.6 
64.4 63.8 63.2 62.6 62.0 61.5 
65.4 64.8 64.2 63 .5 s~.o 62.4 
66.3 65.7 65.1 64.5 63.9 63.3 
---------------
-67.S 66.7 66.0 65.4 64.8 64.2 
68.3 67.6 67.0 66.3 65.7 66.1 
69 .2 68 .6 67.9 67.3 66.7 66. 1 
70.2 69.5 6 . .9 68.2 67 .6 67.0 
71.1 70.51 69.8 69.2 68.5 
67 .9 
72.1 71.4 70.8 70.1 69.4 68.8 
73.1 72.4 71.7 71.0 70.4 69.7 
74.0 73.3 72.6 72.0 71.3 70.6 
75.0 74.3 73 .6 72 .~ I 72.2 71.6 
76.0 75 .2 H.5 73.8 73.2 72. 5 
--------1--1-
76.9 76.21 76.5 74 .8 74.1 73.4 
77.9 77.1 76.4 75.7 75.0 74.S 
78 .8 1s.1 I 77.4 76.6 75.9 76·2 
79.8 79 .o I 7 .3 77.6 76. 76.1 
0.8 80 .0 I 79.2 78.6 77.8 77. l 




\ 11 BRIX 
~\ .1 I .2 I .3 I .4 I .5 I .6 I .7 · 1 .8 I .9 I -----------------
6.o 5 " I I 9 ) ) ' 4.5 o4.1 53.6 53.1 5..6 52.2 51.7 51.3 50 .8 50.4 
.l 55.5 55.0 54.5 54.0 53.5 53.0 52.6 52. l 51.7 5UI 
·
2 56.4 55.9 55.4 54.9 54.4 I 53.9 53.4 53.0 52.5 52.1 
·
3 57.3 56.8 o6.2 55. 55.3 54.8 b4.3 53. 53.4 52.9 
•
4 58.2 57.7 57.l 
0
56.6 56.1 55.6 55.2 54.7 54.2 53.8 
.
5 59.1 58.6 58.0 57 .5 57 .0 I 56.5 56.0 55.6 55.1 54.6 
·
6 
so.o 59.s 58.9 I 5 .4 57.9 57.4 I 56.9 56.4 55.9 55.s 
.
7 60.9 60.4 59. 59.3 5 .8 58.3 57. I 57.3 56.8 56.3 
·
8 61.8 61.3 60.7 60.1 59 .6 59 .1 5 .7 5 .1 57 .6 57.1 
·
9 62.7 62.2 61.G 61.1 &0.5 60.0 59.5 59.0 58.5 58.0 
7.o ~~~~~~,~\----;:-~~ 
·
1 64.5 64 .0 63 4 62.8 62.3 61.7 61.2 60.7 60.2 59.6 
·
2
· 65.5 64.9 64.3 63.7 63.2 62.61 62.1 61.6 61.0 60.5 
·
3 66.4 65.8 65.2 64 .6 64.0 I 63.5 63 .0 62.4 61.8 61.3 
•
4 67.3 66.7 66.1 65.5 64.9 64.3 63.8 63.2 62.7 62.2 
·
5 68 .2 67.6 66 .9 66.<t 65.8 60.2 \ 64.7 64.1 63.5 63.o 
·
6 
69.1 68.5 67 .9 67.3 66.7 1 66.1 65 .. 5 65.0 64.4 63.9 
·
7 70.0 69.4 68.7 6 .1 67.5 67.0 66.4 65. 65.3 64.7 
.s 70.9 70.3 69.61 69.0 68.4 Go'T.8 67.2 66.7 66.l 65.5 
·
9 
71. s 11.2 10.5 10.0 69.3 I 6 .7 6s.1 67.5 67 .o 66.4 
---\---------------· --
8·0 I 72 .7 72.1 71.4 70.8 70.2 69 .6 69.0 68.4 67.8 67.l! 
·
2 
74.5 73.9 73.2 72.6 71.9 71.3 70.7 70.1 69.5 68.9 
·
1 
· 73.6 73.o 12.a 1i. 1 1i.1 10.4 1 69.9 I 69.2 s .6 6 .o 
·
3 
75 .5 74. 74.1 73.5 12. 12.2 71.6 70.9 70.4 69.7 
:: 76.4 75.7 15.o 14.3 1a.1 73.o I 12.4 ~~:~ 1i.2 10.6 
.s 77.3 7o.6 75.9 75.2 74.6 73.9 j 73.3 72.1 71.4 
78.2 77.5 76. 76.1 75.4 74.8, 74.1 73.5 72.9 72.3 
·
7 
79.1 78.4 77.7 77.0 76.3 75.7 75.0 74.4 73.7 73.1 
•
8 
80.0 79.3 78 .6 77.9 77.2 76.5 75.9 75.2 74.6 73.9 
·
9 












81.8 1.1 80.4 79.6 78.9 78.3 77.6 76.9 76.3 75.6 
80 .5 79.8 9.2 7 .4 77.8 77 .1 76.5 
81.4 80.7 0.0 79.3 7 .6 77.9 77.3 
81.6 80.8 0.2 79.5 78.8 78.1 
2.5 81.7 81.0 0.3 79.7 79.0 
82.61 1.9 81.2 80.5 79.8 
83.5 82.8 82.1 81.4 80.7 
3.6 2.9 2.2 81.5 













































58.3 57.9 57.4 . 
59.2 58.7 58.2 
60.0 59.5 59.0 
60.8 60.3 59.9 
61.6 61.2 60.7 
62.5 62.0 61.5 
63.3 62.8 62.3 
64.2 63 .6 63.1 
65.0 64.5 64.0 
65.8 65.3 64.8 
------
66.7 66.l 65.6 
67.5 G6.9 66,4 
68.3 67.8 67.2 
69.2 68.6 68.0 
70.0 69.4 68.8 
70.8 70.2 69.7 
71.7 71.1 70.5 
12:5 71.9 71.3 
. 73.3 72.7 72.l 
74.2 73.6 73.0 
------
75.0 74.4 73-8 
75.8 75.2 74.6 
76.7 76.0 75.4 
77.5 76.8 76.2 
78.3 77 .7 77 .0 
79.2 78.5 77.8 
80.0 79.3" 78.7 
80.81 "'·' 79.5 81.7 81.0 80 .3 
82.5 · 81.8 81".2 
----






1 2 BRIX 
.5 
.6 ! .7 ! .8 ..:..-1 _.9 
56.51 56.9 56.0 55.6 55.1 
57 .7 57 .31 56.8 56.3 55.9 
58.5 58.1 57.6 57 .1 56 .7 
59.4 58.9 1 58.4 5?-9 57.5 
60.2 59.6 59.2 58 .7 58.3 
61.0 60.5 60.0 59.5 59.1 
61.8 61.3 60.8 60.3 59.8 
62.6 62.1 61.6 61.1 60 .6 
63.4 62.9 62.4 61.9 61.4 
64.2 63.7 63.2 62. 7 62.2 
---------
-
65.0 64.5 64 .0 63.5 63.0 
65 .9 65.3 64.8 64.3 63.8 
66.7 66.1 65.61 65.1 64.6 
67.5 66.9 66.4 65.9 65.4 
68.31 67.7 67.2 66. 7 66.1 
69.1 68.5 68.o I 67.5 66.9 
1)9.91 . 69.3 68.8 68.3 67.7 
1q.1 70.1 69.6 69.0 68.5 
•71.5 71.0 70.4 69.8 69.3 
72.4 7Ui 71.2 70.6 70.1 
-----1---
73.2 72.6 72.0 71.41 70.9 
74.0 73.4 I 12.8 12.2 n.7 
74.8 7 4.21 73.6 73.0 72.4 
75.6 75.0 74.4 73.8 73.2 
76.4 75.8 75.21 74.6 74.0 
77.2 16.61 1s.o I 15.4 74.s 
78.0 77.4 76.8 76.2 75.6 
78 .9 78.2 77.6 77.0 76.4 
79.7 79.0 78.4 77.8 77.2 
. 80.5 79.8 79.2 78.6 78.0 
--------
81.3 80.6 80.0 I 79.4 78.7 
82.1 81.4 80.8 80.2 79.5 
82.9 82.3 81.6 I 81. 0 80.3 
83.8 83.0 82.4 1 81.7 81.l 
84.6 83.9 83.2 
0
82.5 81.9 
84.7 84.o I 83.3 82.7 






















































































PURITY TABLE S. 
. I 
J;__:-1 =========-.3-j-.-4 -j-.-5~.6-[~.7~,~.8~/~.9 
.o I .1 I .2 




































65.4 64.9 64 .4 6 3.9 
66.2 G6.6 65.2 6 4.7 
66.9 66.4 65.9 6 5.4 
67. 7 67. 2 66.7 6 6.2 





71 .5 71.0 
72.3 71.8 
73.l 72.5 


































76.9 76.3 7 5.8 7 5.2 
77. 7 77.1 76.5 7 5.9 
78.5 77.9 77.3 7 6.7 
79.2 78.6 78.0 7 7.4 
. 80.0 79.4 78.8 7 8.2 
80.8 80.2 79.5 7 8.9 
81.5 80.9 80.3 7 9.7 
82.3 81.7 81.1 8 0.5 
83.1 82.4 81.8 8 1.2 









85.5 \ 86.3 
87.0 
83.3 8 
84.1 j 8 
84.8 \ 8 
















































63.0 62.5 62.0 61.6 61.1 
63.7 63.2 62.8 62.3 61.9 
64. 4 64.0 63.5 63.0 62.6 
65.2 64.7 64.2 63.8 63. 3 
65.9 65.4 65.0 64.5 64.0 
-·-1----~---
6.6. 1 I 66.2 65. 7 65.2 64.7 
67.41 6'6.9 66.4 65.9 65.5 
68 .1 . 67 .6 67.2 66.7 66 .2 
68.9 I 68.4 67.9 67.4 66.9 
69.61 69.1 68.6 68.1 67.6 70.4 69.8 69.3 68.8 68.3 
71.1 70.6 70.1 69.6 69.1 
71.9 l 71.3 70.8 70.3 69. 8 72.6 72.1 71.5 71.0 70 .5 
73.3 72.8 72.3 71.7 71.2 
-1-------
74.l, 73.6 7:i.o 72.6 71.9 
74.8 74.3 73.7 73.2 72.1 
.75.6 75.0 74.5 73 .9 73.4 
76.3 75. 7 75.2 74.6 74.1 
77.0 76.5 75.9 75.4 74.8 
77.S 77.2 76.6 76 .1 75.5 
78.5 77.9 77.4 76.8 76.3 
79.3 j 78.7 78.l 77.6 77.0 
80.0 I 79.4 78.8 78.3 77.7 
80.7 80.1 79.6 79 .0 78.4 
-1------
81.5 I 80.9 I 80.3 79.7 79.1 
82.21 81.5 81.0 80.4 79.9 
83.0 82.4 81.8 81.2 80.6 
83.71 83.1 82.5 81. 9 81.3 
84.4 83.8 83.2 82.6 82.0 
85.2 I 84.G 83.9 83.3 I 82. 7 
85.9 85.3 84.7 84.11 83.5 
I 85.4 84.8 84.2 








































































.2 .3 .9 
I 
61.6 ! I 60.4 63. 63.41 62 .9 62.G 62.l 61.2 60.8 
64.5 64.1 63.6 63.2 62.8 62.3) 61.9 61.5 61. l 
65.2 64. 64.3 63.9 63.4 63.0 62.6 62 .2 
61.1 
66.0 65.5 65.0 64.6 64.1 63.7 63.3 62 .8 
62.4 
66.7 66.2 65.7 63.3 64.8 64.4 64.0 63.5 
63.1 
67.4 66.9 6.6.4 66.0 65.5 65.1 64.6 64.2 
63.8 
6 .1 67.6 67.1 66.7 66.2 65.8 65.3 64.9 
64.4 
GS.S 6 .3 67.8 67.4 66.9 66.4 66.0 65.5 
55.l 
69.5 69.0 68.5 68.l 67 .6 67.l 66.7 66.2 
65.8 
70.2 69.7 69.2 68.7 68.3 67.8 67.4 66.9 
66.4 
--~1~ ------- --70.9 70.4 69.0 68 .5 6 .0 67 .6 67.l 
71.6 71.l 70.6 70.1 69. 7 69.2 68.7 68.2 
67.8 
72.3 71.8 71.3 70.8 70.3 69.9 69.4 6 :9 
68.6 
73.0 72.5 72 .0 71.5 71.0 70.5 70.0 69.6 
69. l 
73.8 73.2 72. 7 72 .2 71. 7 71. 2 70. 7 70.3 
59,8 
. 74.5 73.9 73.4 72.9 72.4 71.9 71.4 70.9 
70.6 
75.2 74.6 74 .1 . 73.G 73 .1 72.6 72 .1 71.6 
71.l 
75.9 75.4 74.8 74.3 73. 73.3 72.8 72.3 
71.8 
76.6 76.1 75.5 75.0 74.5 74.0 73.5 73.0 
72.6 
77 .3 76.8 76.2 75. 7 75.2 74.7 74.1 73.6 
13.a 
------1--------
- ---7 .0 77.5 76.9 76.4 75.9 75.3 74.8 7 4.s 73.8 
78.7 78.2 77.6 77.1 76.6 76.0 75.5 75.0 74.6 
79.4 78.9 78.3 77.8 77.2 76.7 76.2 75.7 75.a 
80.l 79 .6 79.0 7 .5 • 77.9 77.4 76.9 76.4 75,9 
0.9 80.3 79.7 79.2 7S.6 7 .1 77.6 77 .0 75.5 
1.6 81.0 80.4 79.9 79.31 7 .8 78.2 
77.7 77.a 
82.3 81. 7 81.1 80.6 80.0 79.4 78 .9 78.4 77.9 
83.0 82.4 81.8 81.2 80.71 80 .1 79.6 
79.l . 78.~ 
83.7 83.l 82.5 81.D 81.4 80.8 80.3 79.7 79.Z 
84.4 83 .8 83.2 82.6 82.1 I 81.5 81.0 80.4 79.9 
----
--------
----85.l I 84.5 83.9 83.3 82.8 82.2 81.6 81.1 so.5 
85.2 84.6 84.0 83.4 82.9 82.3 8
1.8 81.Z 
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66.7 66.2 65.8 65.4 64.9 64.5 1 64 .1 6
3.7 63.3 62. 9 
67.3 66.9 66.4 66.0 65.6 65.2 64.7 6
4.3 63.9 63.5 
68.0 67.5 67.1 66. 7 66 .2 65.8 65 .3 6
4.9 64.6 64.1 
:: :~ :~ :~ :~:~ :~: ! :;:: :; :~ l :::~ ~::: :::! ~::~ 
70.0 69.5 69.0 68.6 68.1 67 .7 67.3 6
6.9 66.5 66.0 
70.7 70.2 69.7 69.3 68. 8 68.4 j 67.9 67.5 67.1 66.7 
1i.3 10.9 10.4 69.9 69.s 69.o I 6 .6 68.2 67 .1 61 .3 
.& 72.0 71.5 71.1 70 .6 70.1 69.7 j 69 .2 6 .8 6 .4 67.9 
.
9 ~~~1~~~1~~,~~ 










74.0 73.5 73.0 72..5 72.1 71.6 71.2 70
.8 ! 70.2 69.8 
74.7 74.2 73.7 73.2 72.7 72.3 71.8 7
1.3 70. 9 70.4 
75.3 74.8 7 4.3 73.8 73.4 72.9 72.3 7
1.9 72.5 71.0 
76.0 75.5 75.0 74.5 74.0 73.5 73.l 7
2.6 72.2 71.7 
76.7 76.2 75.7 75. 2 74.7 7 4.2 j 73.7 73.3 72 .7 72.3 
11.s 76.8 16.3 15.8 15.3 14.8 I 74.4 n.9 13.4 n.o 
78. 0 77 .5 77.0 76.5 76.0 75.5 \ 75 .0 7
4.5 74 .0 73.6 
78.7 78.1 77.6 77.1 76.6 76.l ) 75.6 75.2 74..7 
74.2 
















80.1 80.1 79.6 19.1 1 8.6 18.1 I 11.6 11.1 76.6 76.1 
81.3 80.8 80.3 79.7 79.2 78.71 78.2 7
7.7 77.2 76.7 
82.0 81.5 80 .9 80.4 79.9 79.4 1 78.9 7
8.3 77.8 77 .4 
82. 7 82.1 81.6 81.0 80.5 80.0 79.5 7
9.0 78.5 78.0 
83.3 82. 8 82.3 si.1 8 i. 2 80. 7 I 80.1 19.6 79 .1 18.6 
84 .0 83.4 82.9 82.4 81.8 81.3 80.8 8
0.3 79. 7 79.2 
84.7 84 .1 83.6 83.0 82.5 81.9 81.4 8
0.9 80.4 79.9 
85.3 84 .8 84.2 83.7 83.1 82.6 2.1 8
1.5 81. 0 80.5 
86.0 85.4 84.9 84.3 83.8 83.2 82.7 . 8
2.2 81.6 81.1 
13.o -----------1--------
.1 86.7 86.l 85.51 85.0 84.41 83.9 1 83
.3 82.81 82. 3 81.8 
_2 
87.3 86.8 ss.2 85.6 85.1 s 4..5 I 84.o s3 .4 2. 9 82. 4 
I 88.o s1.4 86.8 8 6.3 85.7 I 85.2 I 84.6 84.1 s3.5 s3 .o 
------.:..._~~~~~~~ 
